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Regents hear
about budget
possibilities
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY 2008: Murray State University's School of Agriculture and the Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board held its Soybean Promotion Day Tuesday at MSU's Regional Special Events Center. Pictured above, MSU senior Haley
Millwood, right, from Greenback, Tenn., registers Andy and Amy Fitchpatrick from Big Sandy, Tenn. The fourth annual event
featured a sponsored meal and four hours of the latest news and information tips for farmers and agribusiness leaders
throughout Murray State's service region.

Calloway gathers calendar input
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The
Calloway
County
School
District
Calendar
Committee recently utilized the
Internet to gamer local residents' participation in a survey
designed to gather input on a
proposed calendar for the 200809 school year.
Fred Ashby, director of pupil
personnel and chairman of the
Calendar Committee, prepared
an online survey and David
Dowdy, public relations coordinator for the school district,

posted it on the school district's
Web site.
The survey was intended for
"stakeholders" in the district, i.e.
students, parents, faculty and
staff. The information posted
included three calendar drafts
and residents were asked to
respond to several questions
pertaining to various issues.
According to Ashby, there
were 317 survey participants
during the approximate threeweek window the survey was
posted online. The responses to
the survey have been provided

Sen. Winters files
papers; Johnson
mulling over run
against Hubbard
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
State First District Sen. Ken Winters has filed for another fouryear term in office, but must defend his job against a Democratic
nominee in the November General Election.
Winters. R-Murray. told the Murray Ledger & Times that he
filed his papers in Frankfort Tuesday morning to retain his seat in
the Kentucky General Assembly. If re-elected. Winters will serve
his second term. He said this morning that he is looking forward to
serving the district through 2012.
"I think we've had a good experience these four years and we've
made some major progress in the First District and across the state:
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to the Calendar Committee as
they develop a calendar recommendation for the board of education, it was reported.
The Calendar Committee
will meet this week and Ashby
said he expects to have a recommended calendar to present to
the Board of Education at its
February or March regular
meeting.
Among the information presented to residents in the survey
and the responses sought were:
Contrasting the differences in
concluding the first semester

prior to Christmas break and
after Christmas break to keep
the number of instructional days
in each semester approximately
the same; continuing to start
school in early August or allowing for a later start date; the consideration of instructional days
before the spring CATS testing
and instructional days after the
spring CATS testing; productive
and non-productive methods for
increasing instructional days
prior to spring CATS testing,

IN See Page 2A

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn presented a status report on the current budget and what he is anticipating for fiscal year 2009 during a special called joint meeting between the MSU Board of
Regents Finance and Building
committees
Grounds
and
Tuesday evening.
Currently, the university is
under an executive order from
the governor's office to give
back three percent or $1.7 million of state appropriations.
University administration
officials were asked over the
holidays to report where the
giveback would come from.
Dunn said the recession will be
taken from the last of four state
support payments coming in
April.
"We have time to figure out
how to plug that hole," said
Dunn.
There are two or three
options that are being considered right now, he added. "We
will be able to come up with the
three percent without harming
the ongoing function of the university," Dunn addressed the
committee members.
In trying to create a budget
proposal for 2009. Dunn said
they are working under the
assumption that the three percent is permanently gone from
the base budget. Mum's the
word for the budget status
because nobody knows exactly
what the Commonwealth will be
facing until after the governor's
budget address next Tuesday.
"We've heard everything
from a base budget that would

be the same as this year all the
way to a potential of a 15 percent cut," said Dunn. "It's too
early to know what the outcome
for fiscal year '09 will be. I
think it's a mistake to start
pulling a lot of ripcords yet."
However, the president
assured committee members
that multiple scenarios are being
created so that "we can build
and adjust over time as things
happen."
"I can tell you it's going to be
a mix of cost containment and
tuition increase, but there are
too many variables unknown at
this point," he said.
The budget will be adopted
during the May Board of
Regents meeting. Dunn said
budget hearings will be held ort
campus.
In addition to the budget,
committee members discussed
the repair and minor renovation
of classrooms on campus. The
disrepair of classrooms was an
issue that was raised by MSU
Regent Jay Morgan during
November's Board of Regents
meeting. At that time, it was
agreed that the issue would be
looked at through the finance
and building and grounds committees.
"Based on MSU's teaching
parameters, we have to look at
the classroom," Morgan said to
committee members Tuesday
evening. "Most classes are
taught in the campus' oldest
buildings that haven't had significant repair for some time."
, ,Some of the key. things
Morgan pointed out were the
heating and air conditioning
IN See

Page 3A

I cannot tell a lie; trivia event is honestly fun!
Special to the Ledger
Are you a trivia buff? Do you
take pride in the fact that you
know George Washington
indulged in such luxuries as
leopard-skin robes for all of his
horses?
Maybe you know which
president, upon seeing an elderly lady, garishly dressed in finery and a plumed hat, attempt to
cross the street, only to slip and
fall in a puddle, said to a friend,
"Reminds me of a duck.
Feathers on her head and down
on her behind."
Or, maybe you know which
president began his career as an
attorney general, ran for governor, became the youngest governor in the country and was then
voted out after one term.
If you retain similar, often
useless, information in your cranium and can answer questions
like these in one or more categories, you are certainly a good
prospect to assemble a team for
Murray Main Street's Trivia
Night Fundraiser.
Trivia Night is Saturday. Feb.

Photo provided
Have you identified the persons in the photo portraying George Washington, Abraham Lincoln
and Bill Clinton (aka Tab Brockman, Don Robertson Roger Reichmuth, from left).
Contemplating whether or not a category on presidents might be included is Lisa Satterwhite,
interim director of the Chamber of Commerce, and this years co-host of Trivia Night. right.
9. and will be held in Murray seven rounds of questions. Door
The event is 'a major
State University's Curris Center pnzes, theme prizes and food fundraiser for the Murray Main
Ballroom. Teams of eight mem- prizes enhance the evening of Street program. To register a
bers each compete through fun and competition,
team, call 759-9474.
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FRANKR)RT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov Steve Beshear said his
gambling proposal should be
ready for state lawmakers' consideration by early next month.
Beshear, speaking at a news
conference Tuesday, also stood
by his previous estimate that
state government could reap up
to $500 million per year from
casino gambling. Some lawmakers grumbled that an administration-backed proposal had
not been offered yet, but
Bcshear said the plan is being
worked out and expected by
early next month.
"We're hopefully going to
have the legislation prepared in
early February, which will give
the General Assembly plenty of
time to consider it, hold hear-

ings on n, ask any questions that
they would like," Beshear said.
In his campaign to unseat
former Gov. Ernie Fletcher,
Beshear claimed Kentucky
should legalize casino gambling
as a way to retain millions of
dollars that were otherwise
being wagered in bordering
states. Kentucky already allows
gambling at horse tracks and
bingo halls and through a state
lottery.
Beshear supports a constitutional amendment legalizing
casino gambling at Kentucky's
horse tracks and possibly some
other locations.
The General Assembly
would have to approve amending the state's constitution, and
that decision would require rati-

Fatal
fication by voters.
Beshear has said the revenue
collected from casino gambling
could pay for other government
expenses such as education and
health care.
Kentucky is facing a budget
shortfall over the next two fiscal
years of about $880 million.
&shear has already ordered 3
percent budget cuts for various
state agencies and public universities to cope with a $434 million budget shortfall in the current fiscal year, which ends June
30.
Lawmakers are expecting to
hear Beshear's budget proposal
for the next two fiscal years at a
join( session of the House and
Senate on Jan. 29.
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Primary Care Medical Center is pleased to welcome Neurosurgical Associates 61 Western Kentucky to their new offices at the corner of 12 Street and
Glendale Rood. This is part of Primary Core Medical Center's TEAM
approach to medicine which enables patients of Murray and Calloway
County to receive their medical care close to home
At Neurosurgical Associates, we provide a continuum of care ensuring your
spine and head injuries can be treated from start to finish. With offices in
Paducah, Murray (at Primary Care Medical Center), Princeton and also
Harrisburg, Illinois, our TEAM provides pain management and neurosurgical
core efficiently and effectively

"Working with a Team
of professionals allows
us to offer more choices
for our patients and
better quality of care."
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SNOW GOING: Robert Palmer uses a snow blower to remove snow from the parking lot of his
business in May's Lick, Ky. Tuesday.

II Calendar input ...
which included starting school
earlier, shortening the fall break,
shortening the Christmas break,
eliminating the fall break, eliminating the day off for
Presidents' Day, eliminating the
"mini break" day off, shortening
the spring break and eliminating
the spring break; and fall break
considerations that included
eliminating the fall break, eliminating the fall break but have
schools not be in session the
entire week of Thanksgiving.
shortening the fall break and
continuing to have a full week
cif fall break.
Regarding the question on
the value of instructional days
before CATS, it was noted that
the point of the question was to
emphasize that days after testing
Jo not benefit students' preparation for the current years test..
Since the State Dephrtment of
Education sets the testing dates,
the district needs to adjust its
calendar to best accommodate

learning pnor to the state assessment. Ashby said.
He adde
ilihat it Was important to ma e this point clear to
the comm tee as they built the
calendar drafts.
Of those responding, 56.7
percent
CCSD
were
parent/guardians, 30. 6 percent
were CCSD certified staff members, 9.2 percent were CCSD
classified staff members, 2.2
percent were CCSD students
and 1.3 percent were none of the
above.
Some of the highlights of the
survey were:
11 In favor of the first semester concluding prior to the
Christmas break and continuing
to start school in early August 89.6 percent; concluding the
first
semester
after
the
Christmas break - 10/4 percent;
II The most productive ways
to increase instructional days
prior to spring CATS testing:
eliminate the "mini break" day
off in March - 59.1 percent;

particularly in education. I'm looking forward to
carrying the ball for a little
longer." he said.
However Winters will have to
face off with a Democrat to stay
in Frankfort. Former U.S.
Congressman and state senator
Carroll Hubbard has filed to run
against Winters as a Democrat in
an effort to return to the job that
began his political career more
Hubbard
than 30 years ago.
However Hubbard may face a May Primary
challenge from former Appeals Court Judge Rick
Johnson, who is also considering a run.
Johnson has yet to make a decision, but may
make that move today.

eliminate the day off for
Presidents' Day in February 51.5 percent; shorten the fall
break - 42.5 percent; shorten the
Christmas break - 15.6 percent;
eliminate the fall break - 9.6
percent; shorten the spring
break - 7.3 percent; start school
in late July - 6.6 percent; and
eliminate spring break - 0 percent:
•Fall break considerations:
shorten fall break - 43.0 percent;
continue full week of fall break
- 42.0 percent; eliminate fall
break, but not have schools be in
session the entire week of
Thanksgiving - 10.4 percent;
and eliminate fall break - 4.6
percent.
There still are some unanswered questions regarding the
two days of instruction added by
the General Assembly for the
current school year. There is a
chance that those days could be
deleted from next year's requirements in order to save money,
Ashby reported.

"I'm getting closer to making
that decision. If I am going to file
I'll do it by the end of the week."
he said.
Johnson, who is now practicing law in Mayfield, said previously he
may seek the
Democratic nomination if he can
raise funding and voter support.
He has been encouraged to run by.
Jdarsson
supporters and some Democratic
party leaders so the district will have a choice for
the nomination.
He said last week that he is assessing both the
finances and political viability for a candidacy.
The deadline for filing to run for the office is
Tuesday.
Kentucky's First Senate District
includes Calloway. Carlisle. Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Lyon and Trigg counties.
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KentuckyinBrief
Fatal crashes blamed on slick roads

PAINTSVILLE, Ky (AP) — Icy roads were blamed for two crash-

es Tuesday morning that killed three people, including an emergency
official and a pregnant woman in eastern Kentucky.
An early-morning school bus crash in eastern Kentucky was also
blamed on weather. Paintsville EMS Director Chnsta Burchett, 33,
Lowmansville, was helping a pregnant woman injured in a car accident when a coal truck skidded and struck both women, killing them,
Johnson County Judge-Executive Tucker Daniel said.
Daniel said the accident occurred off U.S. 460, about five miles
west of Paintsville, where the roads were slippery with light snow
and slushy ice. He said Burchett was helping Enca Brown, 24, of
River, whose car had skidded off the road, into an ambulance.
Daniel said the coal truck was coming over a hill and braked, but
slammed into a police cruiser and ultimately the two victims. Brown
died at the scene, and Burchett, who was also assistant fire chief,
was pronounced dead soon after at a nearby hospital.

Group urges lawmakers to pass
booster seat law
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — An advocacy group is urging Kentucky
lawmakers to pass legislation that would require children under 8
years old to ride in booster seats. Kentucky is one of 12 states without a booster seat law.
Kentucky Youth Advocates head Terry Brooks says 55 children
from 4 to 7 years old died in traffic accidents between 2000 and
2005. He said mandating booster seats would save lives.
Democratic State Rep. Tom Burch of Louisville has introduced a
bill that would require booster seats for children under 8 who are
between 40 and 57 inches tall.

Proposal seeks to stem
cuts in drug task force
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; FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A state legislator is looking to offset layoffs to an eastern Kentucky drug task force because of federal fund(rig cuts. Sen. Robert Slivers of Manchester is pushing a bill that
would use coal severance tax money to fund Operation UNITE.
Slivers says his plan would take about $450,000 from the fund.
Stivers says the money would prevent employees at Operation
UNITE from being laid off.
The task force has made 2,400 drug-related arrests in the past
five years and provided money for drug treatment and education.
House Speaker Jody Richards says the proposal could be problematic because other task forces may also ask for state money.

Beshear appoints
corrections commissioner
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear is appointing an
18-year veteran of the Kentucky Department of Corrections to head
the state agency.
LaDonna Thompson will be the first woman to lead the agency.
Thompson's first job with the Department of Corrections was as
an officer at the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex in West
Liberty. She later worked at the Kentucky State Reformatory and
Luther Luckett Correction Complex in La Grange. She spent the last
two years as deputy corrections commissioner.
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II Budget possibilities
From Front
problems some classrooms face.
"We have let classes out early
because they're too hot or too
cold."
He added that certain buildings coudn't be chosen for renovation but suggested to look at
individual cases where some
classrooms needed new desks,
new chalkboards or painting.
Classroom repair has been
divided into three categories.
The "easy-fixes" are things that
can be reported to facilities
management via work orders.
According to Tom Denton,
vice president of finance, there
were 28,000 work orders that
were processed last year. The
university spent $5 million on
those work orders.
"The things we see can be
handled through a work order
process if the communication is
as it should be," ,said Dunn.
"Somewhere along the way
there's been a breakdown in the
process of getting work orders."
Denton explained the process
of sending a work order is simple. A work order form can be
downloaded off the Internet and
sent to facilities management or
faculty, staff and students can
call facilities management and
inform them of the problem.
Facilities management responds
to fix the problem within 24
hours.
Above the work order level
are the "$500 projects" which is
just below the "large project"
category.
"The money has to come
from somewhere," said Dunn.
"It will be at the cost of something else. We can do it; it's not
an impossibility but it will take
a board decision and draw from
current resources."
Dunn suggested that a pool
be built into the budget to
"knock off some of these needs
in a centralized fashion. We
could very easily put a process
through the deans to prioritize
projects and use the pool to pay
for these projects."
Student regent and Student
Government Association president Eric King asked what students can do in the short term
when they're dealing with cold
classrooms.
"When it happens, I want a
phone call immediately because
want to go and see that classroom in that condition," Dunn

an-

emphatically addressed King
and Morgan, who said they
receive complaints from students regarding the classroom
temperature. "Call me. I will
drop what I'm doing and I want
to see that classroom."
Dunn updated committee
members on the status of the
Breathitt Veterinary Clinic,
which ranks number four on the
2008-10 biennial budget legisla-
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Dr. Ricky Cox, associate professor of chemistry at Murray
State University, recently received the 2007 Outstanding
College/University Teacher Award from the Kentucky
of Science. Nigel Cooper, right, of the University of
iouisville School of Medicine presented the award to Cox at
the 2007 KAS annual meeting.
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MSU's Cox earns
state teacher award
Dr. Ricky Cox, associate professor of chemistry at Murray
University, recently
State
received the 2007 Outstanding
Teacher
College/University
Award from the Kentucky
Academy of Science.
: "Dr. Cox is noted as a highly
motivational teacher," the academy's website said. -His students actively participate in science and engineenng competitions at a state level.: Cox has presented for six of
the past seven years at the
Kentucky Conference on the
Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning. He has served on the
advisory board of the Teaching
Professor Conference, which is
a national cross-disciplinary
Conference dedicated to teach-

ing excellence that only invites
three faculty members to serve
on the board each year.
His publications on biochemistry teaching methods have had
notable impact at universities
across the nation, including the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. "Dr. Cox's publications on innovative methods for
teaching biochemistry have
inspired five junior faculty in
the Department of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology to start
teaching initiative projects such
as the ones Dr. Cox uses to
enhance their teaching." the
website said. "His publications
span both the traditional
research and pedagogical areas
with many having students as
co-authors."
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Murray
The
•
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet in special session at 8
a.m. on Thursday in the central office boardroom of the
Carter
Administration
Building. On the agenda for
the meeting is consideration
of a buildings and grounds
application to the Kentucky
Department of Education for
paving of the parking lot,
upgrading drainage and
related projects at Murray
High School.
O The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the council chambers
in City Hall. Items on the
agenda include the amendment of an ordinance regarding police power and penalties regarding alcohol and
beverage control; an ordinance regarding outdoor
alcoholic beverage area
license regulations; two recommendations from the
Planning
Murray
Commission.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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live priority list after the completion of the science complex
and the new science complex
instructional and research
equipment.
While petitioning to state
government for funding for the
new clinic, Dunn said Kentucky
Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Ky., has
expressed an interest about the
work going on at Breathitt.
Though nothing is definite,
Dunn said perhaps, after a meet-

ing with Bunning in Washington
D.C., federal monies could be
appropriated for the project.
Dunn addressed the need for
farm acquisition and said the
case has been made to add the
$2 million necessary to purchase land to the capitol construction and legislative priorities.
In closing, Dunn updated the
committee members on the
extended campuses.
The

Paducah campus is still under
the consideration of the task
force, which will be meeting.
again in February. .
The Hopkinsville extended'
campus recently had their parking lot restriped and opened in
front of the building. Regents
Peggy Hays and Marilyn;
Buchanon commented the
building looks busy now that
vehicles are parked in front of it.*
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Speaking
anxiety
Here I sit. Sweating palms. Knees a-tremble. Staring
out my office window, trying to collect my thoughts. In 30
minutes I will walk down a flight of stairs to my Faculty
Hall classroom to teach two back-to-back sections of Amencan History. Although I have been planning and organizing
and re-writing notes for days. I try to reserve the 30 minutes before each class to sweat, to tremble, and to collect
my thoughts.
This speaking anxiety has remained a constant in my life
for over 25 years of classroom teaching.
I am always especially anxious the first
day of class each semester, and for some
reason the last class session of each
semester, but I go through the same routine. I experience the same sense of anxiety. each time I step into a classroom.
Once the class begins. I eventually calm
down, hut as I walk through that door to
face a classroom full of eager or not so
eager) students. I always enter the class a
Houle and little shaky
I don't think many of my colleagues in
Away
the Department of History experience this
By James
speaking anxiety. Last week, my fellow
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times columnist Constance Alexander wrote about
the speaking prowess of my friend and
Columnist
colleague Dr. Bill Mulligan. In my
department At the university, Dr. Mulligan, Dr. Charlotte Beahart Dr. Terry Stricter, and Dr. Wayne Beasley are inspirations to me, teachers who know how to interest and inspire
students. They are each accomplished speakers who make it
look so easy.
And here I sit. Sweating palms Knees a-tremble. Staring out my office window. trying to collect my thoughts.
This is nothing new for me. When I played basketball in
middle school, high school and college. I .became sick in the
locker room before each game. literally sick. as I worked
myself into a frenzy before taking the floor for warm-ups.
Now, my anxiety has been transferred from a hardwood
court to a chair-lined classroom.
As a professor. from time to time I atil also asked to
speak at history conferences or to groups of teachers or to
various civic groups. Teaching my students is one thing..
but speaking to my colleagues and peers raises the anxiety
meter to new heights. At my church. I teach a large Sunday School class. and I go through the same routine (30
minutes of sweating, trembling, and collecting my thoughts)
at home each Sunday morning
And this month. I am conducting Wednesday night prayer
meetings at my church This involves planning a 30-minute
devotional. a Bible study. each Wednesday night. For these
devotionals, I have found that my 30-minute exercise of
sweating. trembling and collecting my thoughts has stretched
through the whole of Wednesday afternoons and evenings.
Again. it is one thing to teach Alt- and I9-year old stu-s
dents, and it is another thing to speak to colleagues and
teachers and peers, hut it is something altogether More
daunting to speak to my brothers and sisters in church. I
look out at the kindly faces assembled in the ehapel, a sea
of saints, who have taught me through their words and
deeds so much about the mystenes of faith.
And I sweat. 1 4remhic. and I try to collect my thoughts.
I don't think it will ever be different with me. As long
as I teach and speak before an audience of any size. I will
experience speaking anxiety. Perhaps. if I every walk into a
classroom or conference room or church chapel calm and
collected, I will know then that it is time to retire.
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Duane Rohn AbtetlIS and trembles in the Department of
Moors at Murra% State University. To ialm him (limn, you
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No easy answers for budget crisis
It seems you can't spit and
not hit something or someone
facing a cut in funding from
Kentucky's budget crisis.
Things look tight for education with proposed cuts facing
Murray State University and
local school distncts. And
many other agencies could feel
the pinch too. I certainly don't
have answers to all the budget
Woe'.. So far, a lot has been
speculation but we should
know a lot more next week
after Gov. Steve Beshear delis en his budget address to the
General Assembly.
Two -things that will likely
come up are expanded gaming
and a cigarette tax. And people should perk up their ears
to find out exactly how this
will help pump some muchneeded revenue into Kentucky's
coffers.
Casino gambling has been
the cornerstone for Beshear
since he first threw his hat

that cigarettes and • tobacco
may be in the cross hairs for
a tax increase. Kentucky
bumped its tobacco tax 30
cents not too long ago and an
idea is to raise it another 75
cents — still 6 cents less than
the national average.
The figures estimated from
such a tax increase on smokes
is an extra $307.6 million a
year to Kentucky. Granted
there are two things to keep
in mind with that. One is the
price should still be competitive with surrounding states
and two that the revenue
wouldn't always be that big.
Tennessee, for example, has
a slightly higher tax on tobacco and has resulted in Volunteers heading across the border
to towns like Hazel to purchase their wares. The tobacco
exodus was so much that Tennessee officials began scouting
Kentucky tobacco establishments and stopping folks who

into the ring to run beck in
the Democratic Primary Election. Basically, his idea is that
by approving casinos in Kentucky. the state can reap revenue reward., by stopping folks
who like to play slots and
blackjack and poker and the
like from crossing the nver
into Indiana and Illinois and
keeping the money here. No
need for our cash to benefit
others, nght''
. Alt-she:0 had touted annual
revenues from these Kentucky

were carrying too much tobacco aCTOSII state lines. Kinda
like *Smokey and the Bandit"
but with Marlboro Lights.
So in order to continue to
draw in folks from across the
border of Tennessee and Illinois and the like. tobacco

casinos would be around SW)
million. A nice chunk of
change. However, a Legislative

Resean:h Conunission economist projected that be about
SI86 million less than what
the Governor was talking
about. OK. so the numbers are
off. But $314 million a year
is still a nice chunk of change
in the plus column.
Now, there's a possibility

products should be low.
On the other hand, the idea
is to keep the price high
enough to deter kids from

smoking and perhaps others as
well. That would then result
in health benefits that would
likely have a positive impact
on Kentucky's pocketbook in
other ways too, such as insurance And health care. But as
for the stream of tobacco revenue itself, keep in mind that
would likely diminish over
time if more and more folks
kick the habit.
No governor likes to use
the '1-wont" but I'd bet
Beshear hopes it's something

the General
Assembly
will tackle.
And now
there's talk
about funding cuts for
emergency
services rescue squads,
like Calloway's DES
In My
unit. A probOpinion
lem here, it
seems to me, By Eric Walker
is governLedger & Times
ment mandates with
no monetary
support to see

Editor

them through.
Of course dealing with the
government, it shouldn't be
much of a surprise.
The government says local
rescue squads need this
amount of training and that
new equipment, but how to
pay for them? Training doesn't
just fall from the sky and
ATVs don't grow on trees. So
do you lighten up on those
mandates? Seems like a good
idea to me. But rescue personnel — especially volunteers —
need proper training if a person's life is placed in their
hands so we shouldn't skimp
there.
And ,Rep. Melvin Henley
has filed legislation to require
welfare recipients to have drug
testing. Much like employees
may have to submit to drug
tests and fax consequences
for positive tests, those getting
money from the government
should too.
I completely agree with the
proposition. Even though it
has been ruled unconstitutional
when tried in Michigan. cash
to help those who are struggling to make ends meet, are
not employed and are in need
of such assistance should not

just be plopped down and
allowed to be used for marijuana, cocaine, meth or whatever. And there should be a
consequence to such an act.
An opposing voice has said,
•
that cutting welfare funds
would be harmful, especially if
there are children involved. No
money and the kids could
starve. But, like Henley pointed out, whose to say the
money is going to the kids
anyway? If there are children
involved and parents or
guardians are using welfare
funds for drugs, social services
should be alerted and the children should be removed from
the situation.
But what to do with them?
And how about paying for the
drug tests? Or rehab? Those
are additional expenses. Maybe
first we should look at better,
more efficient and rapid drug
testing and rehab facilities so
current ones are not smothered
even more. And also what
about funding shelters for children who are from these types .
of circumstances or additional
funds for foster parents to take'
them in. That way when a
parent is found in violation,
there's a place to move the
children, which may also serve
as an incentive for the parents
to clean up their acts.
Few things in this world
are black and white and
answers are more and more
difficult to come by. Finding
solutions is the task charged
to our legislators, but we also
need to participate. Beshear
•
himself mentioned about hearing ideas from citizens during
his State of the Commonwealth address last week. Does
it mean you can ring ol' Steve
up? Probably not. But your
elected representatives should
be more than willing to listen
to what you have to say.

Learning lessons over time about diversity
When I was growing up,
the White Sisters were headquartered in Belgium and did
missionary work in the
Congo. but for reasons still
unknown to me. they had a
summer house in ms home-

S.1.1
As one of the soung
ladies of St. Francis School,
I was used to the stern Sisters of Mercy. garbed in
black and worshipping at the
altar of OW Lady of the

town. Metuchen,
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Perpetual Scowl. So when
the White Sisters came to
town, with their lilting_
accents and sweet smiles, I
could hardly wait to be summoned to the convent on
Middlesex Avenue.
As soon as the nuns
showed up. word went out
that they needed help tidying
up their sprawling Victorian
residence. The girls who
responded to the call, myself
included, learned some lessons about diversity that
could not be taught in any
book.
In the chapel of the convent, all the statues were
black, even Christ on the
cross. The first time I saw
them, I was awestruck. It
had never occurred to me
that Jesus might not be the
honey-haired, blue-eyed fellow with long slender fingers
like Bishop Fulton J. Shan.
as pictured on holy cards.
So I thank the White Sisters
for opening my eyes and
freeing me of a faulty
assumption about God and
race
A few years later, my
consciousness was further
raised when an African bishop visited my parish and
could not get a haircut. The
public excuse was that no
one knew how to cut 'that"
kind of hair, but the unspoken reason was that he was
a black man in a mostly
white town I was shocked
that anyone would turn a
bishop away, but when I
asked my mother about it.
she told me to stop being so
naive. Not only did I learn
a new word, I began to
understand that silence in the

face of injustice was complicity.
The summer between 5th
and 6th grade I had to confront my own mixed-up feelings about race when, at
Girl Scout camp. I was
assigned to a tent with three
black girls. At first I was
kind of scared, but in a few
days. we were all friends.
laughing and scrapping. taking turns scrubbing out
latrines and building campfires. By the end of two
weeks, I had learned some
valuable lessons about prejudices I didn't even know I
had, but the friendships nurtured at camp did not last
beyond our two-week stay at
Sacajawea.
As a high school cheerleader. when each of us was
assigned individual players to
cheer for when they earned
points on the football field
or basketball court, I discovered some of my peers
wouldn't cheer for the black
players. In addition. I
became aware that a white
girl dancing with a black
boy was subject to slurs that
could damage her reputation
merely because "it just wasn't done- in our town.
In college, spending a
semester in Denmark opened
my eyes to international perceptions of race relations in
the U.S. One night at the
Students' Club. a young man
asked me. "Is it true they
hang black people from trees
in America'!" How do you
answer a question like that"
The Civil Rights movement.
with scenes of non-violent
protesters being attacked by
vicious dogs., fink girls

killed in a
bombed out
church,
young people registering voters
tortured and
buried alive,
were impossible to
explain. And
then Martin
Luther King
was assassinated, and
any claims
about the
U.S. as a

Main Street
By Constance
Alexander
Local
Columnist

land of
racial harmony were
off key even
to the tone deaf.
Since those formative
years, I've had all sorts of
relationships with diverse
individuals, but just when I
think I've been sensitized.
another aspect of racism
takes me by surprise.
When I moved to Kentucky nearly 20 years ago,
for instance. I discovered
that the state did not celebrate Martin Luther King's
birthday as a holiday, though
many citizens preferred to
recognize the birthday of
Robert E. La.
More recently. a Kentucky
filmmaker called me for
information about western
Kentucky because he was
making a film about state
parks that had been reserved
solely for blacks.
"Are you sure'!" I remember asking, astonished that
such institutionalized segregation had been sanctioned by
the state. And then I talked

to some co-workers from
Cadiz who indeed remembered the park in Trigg
County and took me out to
see where they had spent
many hours during the summers of their youth.
With the Martin Luther
King holiday this week, the ,
time is right to reflect on
what he taught us. The
words of Dr. King continue '.
to resound with relevance,
especially his final speech in
which he describes going to
the mountain top and looking
over to glimpse the Promised
Land. It seems to me, we
•
have to take a long look at
ourselves and our own attitudes about race and diversity before we can really see
the glory.
Information on the civil
rights movement in Kentucky
is available online at the
site of the Kentucky Historical Society:
http://205.204,134.47/civil_rig
hts_mvt/
Martin Lather King's
speech "I've Been to the
Mountain Top," is online at:
i../Avivocartiericarirlietoric.co
rtilspeeches/inlkivebeentothemountaintop.lum
The "I Have a Dream
Speech" is on
http:/lwww.usconstitution.neild
rearn.htntl.
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Mrs. Dorothy Harris

Mrs. Dorothy Harris, 83, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2008, at
7. 10 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Alene Barnes Hargis
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U.S. soldier dies in bomb attack
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
soldier killed over the weekend
south of Baghdad was the first
American death in a roadside
bomb attack on a newly introduced, heavily armored vehicle,
military officials said Tuesday.
The death, however, has not
changed the Pentagon's mind
about its plans to spend more
than $22 billion to buy thousands of the mine-resistant,
vehicles,
ambush-protected
known by the acronym MRAP,
for the Army and Marine Corps
to use in Iraq and Afghanistan,
said Pentagon Press Secretary
Geoff Morrell.
"That attack has not ...
caused anyone to question the
vehicle's lifesaving capacity,"
Morrell said. "To the contrary,
the attack reaffirms their survivability."
The soldier who died
Saturday was the gunner who
sits atop the MRAP vehicle.

Morrell said it is still not clear
whether he died as a result of the
explosion or the rollover. And
Maj. Alayne P. Conway, deputy
spokeswoman for the 3rd
Infantry Division, said the attack
and the death are under investigation.
Morrell said the MRAP hit a
"very large, deep-buried LED"
and that the "force of the explosion blew the MRAP into the air
and caused it to overturn."
Despite the size of the explosion, he said, the crew compartment "was not compromised"
and the three soldiers inside
escaped with cuts and broken
bones in their feet.
"1 think everybody is still
amazed at the fact that, despite
the size of this bomb,these vehicles are proving to be every bit
as strong and as lifesaving as we
hoped they would be," said
Morrell, adding that Defense
Secretary Robert Gates is "more

convinced than ever that these
vehicles do indeed save lives."
The V-shaped hull of the
huge MRAP truck is designed to
deflect blasts from roadside
bombs, a weapon that has killed
more American soldiers than
any other tactic used by Sunni
insurgents and militia fighters in
Iraq.
Although this is the first
fatality since the new MRAP
program was declared a
Pentagon priority and launched
about a year agO, there have
been three recorded American
fatalities in similar vehicles
prior to that. In one case, a service member who was not wearing his seat belt was killed when
the bomb exploded near the
vehicle.
There now are more than
2,225 of the costly vehicles in
service in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and the Pentagon is working to
buy as many as 12,000 more.

MRAPs cost between $500,000
and $1 million, depending on
their size and how they are
equipped. They can weigh
between 19 and 40 tons.
Morrell said that commanders in Afghanistan are interested
in getting some of the lighter
MRAPs, which they said would
work well in that terrain.
The sophisticated vehicles
are being built and put into service in a bid to provide soldiers
and Marines more protection
than is offered by armored
Humvees, which have flat bot:
toms that absorb the shock
waves from a blast. The bottom
of an MRAP also is 36 inches
above the ground, while
Humvees sit much closer to the.
roadway.
The MRAPs are not as agile
as the Humvees, however, and
thus are more cumbersome and.
not ideal in some battlefield
locations.

The funeral for Mrs. Alene Barnes Hargis will be Friday at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Harvey Elder and
Clyde Mize will officiate. Jim Phillips will lead the congregational
singing. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with Chad
Weems and Harold Irvan officiating.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Agape Child and Family Services, P.O. Box
11411, Memphis, TN 38111.
Mrs. Hargis, 88, longtime resident of Murray,
died Monday morning, Jan. 21, 2008, at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., under the care
of Alive Hospice Unit.
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May 8
Tuesday. April 22, 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Saturday. April 26, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Tuesday. April 29, 5 to 9
P-m•
Thursday, May 1, 5 to 9
P.m.

requested
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center, both of Murray, are partnering up and asking for help
with items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced
from their permanent homes.
Many of these individuals have
'children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper,
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry
detergent, bleach, cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths,
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St., Ext.,
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon. Monday through
Thursday. Both officers are
United Way agencies and located in the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.
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.4

•;;ittPEDIC.

Donations
EDR
e for
The
t to

CPR for the Professional
Rescuer Recertification
Sunday, March 9, 7 to 9
p.m.
Sunday. April 13, 7 to 9
p.m.
Sunday, May 20, 7 to 9
p.m.
Cost for lifeguard recertification is $65 and cost for CPR
for the Professional Rescuer is
$35. These classes must also
be pre-registered at least a
week before each session.
For information, contact Calloway Red Cross executive
director Tory Daughrity at(270)
753-1421 or e-mail callowayredcross@murray-ky.net.

13 MONTHS!

iday
Aurtable

Confrom
For

Lifeguard Recertification
Sunday, March 9, 8 a.m. to
noon
Sunday. April 13, 8 a.m. to
noon
Sunday. May 13, 6 to 10

NO PAYMENTS/
NO INTERIM'FOR

-am.
ptist

iyees
121
are

Sunday, May 4, 8 a.m. to
The Calloway County Chapp.m.
5
in
ter of American Red Cross
Thursday, May 8, 5 to 9
Murray will be conducting Lifep.m.
sixthree,
g
during
Trainin
guard
Due to limited space, interday sessions at Murray State's
Carr Health Pool. Instructor ested participants must regisMike Sykes will be offering ter at the Red Cross office at
this training, required of all the George Weaks Communicertified lifeguards, designed ty Center, 607 Poplar St., Murto teach the skills and knowl- ray, no later than a week before
edge needed to prevent and each session begins. The cost
respond to aquatic emergen- of this course including all
course materials and certificacies.
Requirements for partici- tion fees is $150.
Additionally, for those who
pants include a minimum age
already certified lifeguards,
are
t
a
pre-tes
te
of 15 and comple
the Calloway County Chapter
the first night:
Swim 300 yards continu- will be offering recertification
classes for both lifeguarding,
ously
Starting in the water, swim required every three years, and
20 yards using front crawl or CPR for the Professional Resbreaststroke, surface dive 7 to cuer, required every year. These
10 feet, retrieve a 10-pound will also be taught at the Can
object, return to the surface, Health Building at MSU by
swim 20 yards back to the Mike Sykes. Dates and times
starting point with the object are as follows:
and exit the water without
using a ladder or steps, within 1 minute, 40 seconds
Some of the skills learned
in this course include:
Understand the value of
behaving in a professional manner.
Learn how to identify behaviors of a swimmer, distressed
swimmer and an active drowning victim.
Understand the components
of an emergency action plan and
how to activate
Understand the general procedures for an emergency
occurring in the water
Demonstrate how to perform equipment-based rescues.
Learn how to provide first
aid and how to care for breathing and cardiac emergencies.
Learn how to recognize and
care for possible head, neck
or back injuries.
This 32-hour training takes
place nights and weekends with
both classroom and pool training at the Carr Health Building at Murray State University during the following dates
.
4404
and times:
Session I — Feb. 19-March
3
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 5 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 23, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 26, 5 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Thursday. Feb. 28, 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Sunday, March 2, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Monday. March 3, 5 g.m.
to 9 p.m.
Session II— March 27-April
3
Thursday, March 27, 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Saturday. March 29, 8 a.m
to 5 p.m.
Sunday, March 30, 8 a.m
to 5 p.m.
Tuesday. April I. 5 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Wednesday. April 2, 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Thursday, April 3, 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
Sowision III — April 22 —
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Spann and McClure

Peal and Midkiff

Rick and Lisa Spann of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter. Shanna Renee Spann. to Jamie Don McClure,

son of Gary and Sandra McClure of Murray.
Miss Spann is the granddaughter of Darrell and Virginia
Mathis of Murray. Dillard Spann of Leland. III_ and Ramona
Mileham of Almo.
Mr. McClure is the grandson of Nelma Thompson. Carolyn
McClure and ()me McClure. all of Murray.
The bride-elect is 4 2004 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a 2007 graduate of West Kentucky Technical & Community College. She is employed by Jackson Purchase Medical Center Sleep Lab.
The groom-elect is a 201111 graduate of Murray High School
and is employed at Pella.
A private wedding is planned on Saturday. March 15, 2008.
A reception will he from 6 to
p.m. on the day of the
csedding at the Woodmen of the World building on C.C. Lowry
Dnve, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited Only out-of-town invitations will he sent.

Groceries and More

Murray's On y
Discount Grocery Store!
Name Brands You Know & Trust!
Groceries, Cleaning Products, Health & Beauty

Fruit Supplements
with flueosamitie S Chosdrolti“ for Joint Health

ONLY 750 EVERYDAY!
Buy One Get One Free With This Coupon.
408 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4663
In the old Vaught's Furniture Building
Next to Pizza Hut & El Niariachi Loco

Is your bowl filled?

Tried & True
Recipes

Uncle Mark's Wings

By Untie 11.4tvli
pounds chicken lk int.
1 I/2 naps &a sause
In tabbmp.in. &venni- pep-

PrI
1,44 tiehlespoon garhs powder

1 tsp Capin seasoning
Peanut Oil. tot tr)ing
Buffalo Same. recipe follows
Combine hot sauce. and Cajun
seasoning. pepper and garlic ixosder Mit well anti cover wings
Cover and kt sit in the reingaator for 24 hours
heat oil in a deep fryer or
deep sided pot to 350 degrees F
Remo% e wings from marinade
and drain off excess moisture
Add wings careful)) and in hatches to hot oil. it splatters Cook
until cnspy about 10 minutes
Sets e with a dipping sauces
Buffalo sauce:
It tablespoons softened butler
It tablespoons tahawo
Combine hotter and taa sauce
%Mak until blended

Dipping wove:
I las of sweet & sour sauce
2 ttesp brown sugar
1 ihsp sir, sauce
Home Potato Chips
By Mr Mom
Peanut I
tot frying
; potatoes thinly sliced
Salt
In a large. heavy saucepan, or
deep fryer fill oil no more than
halfway and heat the oil to 350
devees
Add the potato slices in hatches Fry tint,) light golden brown.
shout 2 to 1 minutes f>rain -on
paper towels. season with salt.
and serve
To refresh place between two
poen towels vomit potato chips

Mr. and Mrs. Max Blane

Jill and Randy Herndon of Murray and Greg and Amy Peal
of Calvert City announce the engagement of their daughter.
Lauren Peal. to Adam Midkiff, son of Elizabeth Midkiff and
the late Mark Midkiff of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Miss Peal is the granddaughter of Frank and Karen Lewis
of Oak Level, Imogene Herndon of Murray. Emma and Linde, Peal of Calven City and Brenda and Roger Jones of Reidland.
Mr. Midkiff is the grandson of Betty Schain and late William
Schain of Cincinnati. and Val and Louise Midkiff of Lexington.
The bride-elect is a senior at the University of Kentucky.
Lexington, where she is member of the Honors Program. She
is employed by Byer Homes Realty.
The groom-elect is a graduate of the University of Kentucky where he was. a member of the varsity men's soccer
team. He is employed by Fidelity Investments, Covington.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 31, 2008. at Altona
Baptist Church. Calvert City. All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

S & R's Bargain Outlet

I t • s
almost time
for
the
Super Bowl
and do you
base
your
p•rty
planned?
V5ell
the
family has
started planning food,
es eat* and
Morn
Mr
By
hoping liad
Mark Anderson
would bus
them a New 52 inch Plasma
leiesision, Ilse food will hoppers. the peopk will come, but
oats if we win the lottery will
as get the ttlesision. Below
sou will ffnd some of our Super
Bowl recipes.
les to dress it up like curse
out some sour Dough Bread to
form sour dip bowl or make
tittle bisque/ bowls for chili.
lake some green truff carpet
I. rater the buffet tattle and
me white elestis tape to form
line Of point them on the carpet. Haire your guest bring their
fasoritir slippers, house socks or
what the,
. wear around their
Aranree to watch the game.

•-r

and heat in one ounute until freshened
Swiss & Bacon Dip
By Mr. Mom
It slices ...enter cut bacon.

chopped
II ounces st,Itened creJm cheese
I/2 cup mayonnaise
2 rounded teaspoons prepared
Dion style mustard
2 cups shredded Swiss cheese
1 scallions. onion chopped
Optional In cup smoked
almonds. coarsely chopped
Preheat risen to 400 degrees

Brown bacon in nonstick skillet over medium high heat Drain
sro.p bacon bits on paper towels
In a nosing howl. combine
cream cheese. mayonnaise. Donn.
Swiss and scallions with cooked
hacon Transfer to a shallow small
casserole or baking dish and hake
until golden and huhrily at edges,
15 to IX minutes Top with
chopped smoked almonds Place
dip on a platter and surround
warm casserole with breads. large
corn chips. green peppers and
carrots tor dipping
Let the game began. and has
nts daughter mood 'that, a keeper' RfIllefIgthfr Co the ettra 'role
and Image the dal fpft gal If tau
hare a recipe to shore pleat, entail
it to nowtoortmurrastithelltouth net
or *roe Air MOM Of MU,POI
Ledger 4 Time,

Home
Lawn and
Farm Show
scheduled
in February
The 19th Annual Home.
Lawn & Farm Show will be
Feb. 8-10 at the Regional Special Events Center IRSEC) on
the campus of Murray State
University.
The show is free and open
to the public on Friday, Feb.
K. from 5 to 9 p.m., Saturday. Feb. 9. from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. and Sunday. Feb. 10,
from II a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monetary donations will be
accepted at the entrance to
benefit CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) of Calloway and Marshall Counties,
Inc.
Over 100 businesses from
the region will be displaying
and demonstrating their products and services during the
three day event. Numerous door
prizes are available to be won
by the public.
Over 25 informative seminars will he presented during
the show that will educate consumers about energy efficiency. landscaping. agriculture and
more. There will be an area
designated "Kids Zone* with
tree activities for children under
12.
Limited display areas are still
available for(businesses that
directly relate to Home, Lawn
or Farm categories or for nonprofit organizations. Persons
may call 753-2400 for further
details.

Hilda Joyce Rhodes of Mayfield and Max Blanc of Murray were married Tuesday. Jan. 8, 2008. in the office of Calloway County Executive Larry Elkins at the Calloway County courthouse.
Their attendants were Kim Rogers and Everett Miles.
The bride is the daughter of Emerson and Ella Rhodes.
Parents of the groom are Marvin and Amy Blanc.

Julie Stone named Family
Resource Youth Service Center
Coordinator for the MISD
Julie Stone, lifelong resident of Calloway County and
1984 Murray High School graduate, has joined the Murray
Independent School District as
the Family Resource Youth Service Coordinator (FRYSC).
Stone' s overarching goal is
to work with all families in
removing barriers to student
learning. This includes planning, organizing and implementing projects, programs, and
activities that will positively
impact all students
schools and district.

in

the

In Stone's position she will
work with the Family Resource
Centers to plan, organize, implement and coordinate a project.
program or activity and evaluate staff as assigned involved
in activities having overall
impact on the school and district.
Eleanor Mills Spry, MISD
assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction who
has been acting as the FRYSC

interinAirector, said Stone will
work closely with district and
school staff, families, the
FRYSC Advisory Council and
the community regarding programming needs. "We are very
fortunate to add Julie to our
staff. Her enthusiasm and her
drive to ensure a variety of
opportunities for students and
families is energizing. " she
said.
Stone said she has a heart
for children and is dedicated
to helping them reach their
full potential. "I have been
told several times the past few
weeks that I have big shoes
to fill coming in behind Mrs.
Tootie Oakley. I know there
is no way I can fill her shoes,
as she is one of a kind.
will just try to do a job that
will make her proud.Stone and her husband. Tim.
have triplet daughters. Raegan.
Mallory and Cecile, who are
third grade students at Murray
Elementary School,

Clark was speaker at
meeting of New
Beginnings on Saturday
Karen Clark was the keynote
speaker for New Beginnings
Jail/Prison Support Group held
at Westside Baptist Church on
Saturday.
Clark told how God had
blessed her and pulled her
through some hard times in
her life.She gave particular note
to her parents for being there
for her through it all.
She and her two teen-aged
boys live in Murray and attend
First Baptist Church.
The next meeting of this
jatUprison support group will
be
Saturday. Feb. 3. at 6:30
p.m. at Westsidc Baptist
Church.
The keynote speaker will
be Terry %Ilford. who now
resides in Owensboro.
The public is invited. More

abn

Karen Clark
information may be obtained
by calling 753-0156 or 7538240.

NOW OPEN!

Services We Offer
Cuts, Colors, Penns, Relaxers, Highlites,
Low-Lites, Manicures, Pedicures, and Acrylic Alails

MU Students Receive 1 New Customers Receive
lO% Off Salon Services

10% Off Salon Services

JCPenney Salon
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray. KY
270-759-9811
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Study says surgery to reduce
stomach size can cure diabetes
be
CHICAGO (AP) — A new the study said surgery should
obese
study gives the strongest evi- considered for some
research is
dence yet that obesity surgery patients. but more
results
long
how
see
to
needed
.
diabetes
cure
an
benefit
patients
which
and
Patients who had surgery to last
should be
reduce the site of their stomachs most. Surgery nsks
drug
were five times more likely to weighed against diabetes
rm
long-te
the
and
effects
side
see their diabetes disappear over
they said.
itself,
diabetes
of
risks
were
than
years
two
the next
Experts generally agree that
patients who had standard dialoss surgery would never
weightto
ng
betes care, accordi
be appropriate for diabetics who
Australian researchers.
federMost of the surgery patients are not obese, and current
surgery
the
restrict
es
guidelin
al
diabetes
taking
stop
were able to
dru s and achieve normal blood to obese people.
The diabetes benefits of
ts.
were
surgery
"It's the best therapy for dia- weight-loss
study
an
Australi
the
but
known,
it's
betes that we have today, and
Journal of the
very low risk," said the study's in Wednesday's
Association
Medical
n
lead author, Dr. John Dixon of America
to compare
kind
its
of
first
the
is
Medical
Monash University
randomly
patients
in
diabetes
a.
Australi
ne,
Melbour
in
School
standard
or
surgery
to
d
assigne
The patients had stomach
r ranconside
ts
Scientis
care.
more
re
procedu
a
hand surgery,
yield the
common in Australia than in the domized studies to
e.
United States, where gastric highest-quality evidenc
d 55
involve
study
The
stastomach
or
surgery,
bypass
lookbe
will
experts
so
.
patients
pling, predominates.
experilarger
of
results
for
ing
more
even
is
Gastric bypass
against diabetes, ments under way.
effective
"Few studies really qualify as
achieving remission in a matter
a landmark study. This
being
Dr.
said
month.
a
or
of days
Schauer,
David Cummings, who wrote an one is," said Dr. Philip
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d
involve
not
was
who
the
in
accompanying editorial
but leads a
research
an
Australi
in
d
involve
not
was
but
iournal
Cleveland Clinic study that is
the study.
recruiting 150 obese people with
connally
"We have traditio
types of
sidered diabetes to be a chronic, diabetes to compare two
medical
d
standar
and
surgery
disease." said
progressive
care.
of
ty
Universi
Cummings of the
-This opens an entirely new
Washington in Seattle. "But
of thinking about diabetes ••
way
reprethese operations really do
Obesity is a major risk factor
sent a realistic hope for curing
for diabetes, and researchers are
most patients."
y pursuing fasciae for
DtabliglikimpertiVitto read furiousl
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Health department
sponsoring diabetes
education series

OM
resp
inse
ad I
bar

goal. The patients who lost the
of Calloway County
The Purchase District Health Department
most weight were the most likewill be sponsoring a
Center
on
and Purchase Area Health Educati
ly to eliminate their diabetes.
6. 13, 20 and 27 from
Feb.
on
s
Session
g
Learnin
s
Diabete
of
13.4
Type 2 diabetes disapBoth patient groups learned senes
Christ Education Room in
9:30-noon at the Glendale Church of
peered over two years in
about low-fat, high-fiber diets
Murray.
most patients receiving
and were encouraged to exerstomach reduction sur There is no charge for the series.
calling 270-753—:.
cise. Both groups could meet
gory, as opposed to
Participants are encouraged to register by
diabetes manageon
care,
every
topic
t
onal
standard diabetes
with a health professi
3381. Each session will offer a differen
manage their diaacaxding to a sixty
ants
particip
help
to
years.
given
two
es
for
incentiv
weeks
six
ment with
13%
The death rate for stomach betes.
Diabetes is
Leonard, R.N. at(270)
For more information, please call DeAnna
band surgery, which can cost
remission
S17,000 to $20,000. is about I in 444-9625.
convereansi Storer
tempi
1,000. There were only minor
complications in the study.
AP
SOuRCE Journal or Or
Arnencan Medial Assocasion
Stomach stapling has a 2 percent
death rate and costs $20,000 to
climb.
both
for
rates
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the link
What's known is that excess fat $30,000.
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ing insulin
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The
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findings
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fatty acids in the blood.
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross
s each fall, takSaturday,
on
course
CPR
and
Aid
In the Australian study, all the recommendation
its monthly Second Saturday First
into account.
ay County
patients were obese and had ing new research
9 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Murray-Callow
Feb.
-There is a growing body of Hospital Center for Health & Wellness.
been diagnosed with type 2 diamaterials, and
bariatric surgery is
Course fee is $50, which includes all books and
betes during the past two years. evidence that
as First Aid.
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g
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what
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surgery
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d
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the standard-care patients
Medical devices used in the
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surgery
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the study's
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findings
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Curbing diabetes
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Study finds too many adults skipping
vaccinations that could ward off suffering
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Vaccines aren't just for kids. but
far too few grown-ups are
rolling up their sleeves, disappointed federal health officials
reported Wednesday
The numbers of newly vaccinated are surprisingly low, considering how much public attention a trio of new shots — which
protect against shingles. whooping cough and cers ical cancer received in recent years
Yet many seem to have
missed, or forgotten, the news
A survey by the National
Infectious
for
Foundation
Diseases found that aside from
the flu, most adults base trouble
even naming diseases that they
ould prevent with a simple
inoculation
-There are not yet very many
adults taking full advantage of
the great adsancernents in presention that base been niade in
the past few years... said Dr.
Anne Schuchat of the ('enters
for Disease Control and

Prevention "By skipping vaccination, people are leaving themselves needlessly vulnerable to
significant illness, long-term
suffering and even death."
The new CDC report found:
• Only about 2 percent of
Americans 60 and older
received a vaccine against shingles in its first year of sales Yet
there are more than I million
new cases of shingles, an excruciating nte of aging. each year.
Up to 200.000 shingles sufferers
get a particularly bad type of
nerse pain that can persist for
months or nen years Anyone
who ever had chickenpox is at
risk, especially once they hit
their 60s
•About 2 percent of adults
ages 18 to 64 got a booster shot
against whooping cough in the
two years since it hit the market
The cough so strong it can break
a nb is making a big comeback.
because the vaccine gisen io
babies and toddlers starts wearing off by adolescence Older
patients usually recover, but
whooping cough can cause

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

De. maw supper

weeks of misery. Worse, those can't afford vaccines as there is
people can easily spread the ill- for child vaccines.
But cost can't be the main
ness to not-yet-vaccinated
Adults aren't taking full
reason:
dying
of
risk
infants, who are at
from the bacterial infection, also advantage of some cheap old
standby vaccines, either. CDC
called pertussis.
found that just 69 percent of sento
added
was
booster
The
another shot long recommended iors get the flu shot; 66 percent
for adults, a combination boost- have had a one-time pneumonia
er against tetanus and diphthe- vaccine; and 44 percent had
ria. The new triple combo is received a tetanus shot in the
past 10 years
called -Tdap."
II About 10 percent of
women ages 18 to 26 have
received at least one dose of a
three-shot series that protects
against the human papillomavinis, or HPV, that causes
cervical cancer.
Price has to be pan of the reason: The shingles shot costs
around $150, and the three-shot
HPV vaccine about $300. and
insurance coverage varies
There's no national program to
guarantee access for adults who

Subscribe
Today!
iiiitER& TIMES
270-753-1916

Stop Back and
Leg Pain?
Try this: Decompression* Therapy
In adjunct with chiropractic care
A SAFE and PAINLESS procedure tor
• Disc Bulge
• Pinched Nerves
• Disc Rupture (herniation)
• Sciatica
• Disc Degeneration
• Nock IL Arm Pain
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Our Trip to Kenlake
Several residents enjoyed an outing this past week
to Kenlake. We ate a huge lunch and then joined the
weekly bingo game held each Thursday! Although it
was cold we were lucky enough to be there on a
sunny day so we enjoyed the lovely lake scenery! It
helped that several of us came away as bingo winners
too!
Fern Terrace is very glad to welcome back the
Murray Christian Fellowship group from MSU!
We missed them during their Christmas break!
Celebrating Birthdays This Week
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Although we don't have birthdays
this week, we wish a happy birthday
to anyone celebrating!

• No Drugs
• No Injections
• No Surgery
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Revert', Jones - Audiologist
Patricia !Clapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist
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tt) IN\Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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ads

270-759-0030
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray across from Wendy s

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
tie first insertion of their ads lot any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be report
ea immediately so corrections can
be made
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equiprnent
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobilo Nome Lots For Sale
270 Moak Horns. For Sale
200 Mobile Homes For Rent
215 Mobile Horne Lots FOf Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
300 Pets 4 Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lees*

Levi Notice
Notice
Personae
%animal
Rommel' Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wariled
Position Wanted
Owneetk a Childcare
Businew Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pan.
Went To ikry
Articles For Ss*
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

430 Flea Estelle
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Saw
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Swe
455 Acmes,*
460 Homes For Sae
470 Motorcycles 4 ATV s
400 Auto Pots
465 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
SOO Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats 4Motu,.
530 Servase Offered
560 Free Column
570 Tobacco 4 Supplies
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1.8.25 Column Inch, 60" Discount 2nd Run,
400;.. Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$8.25 First Day - 29 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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DEADLINES

a

Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
ay 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Frid
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WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK,

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC, F/K/A
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP.,

GREEN TREE SERVICING. LLC, F/K/A
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP, F/K/A
GREEN TREE FINANCIAL SERVICING CORPORATION,

PLALNTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
ANITA O'NEAL, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF ANITA O'NEAL,

.ng

rday,
nty
and
Aid.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
at
Court on October 23, 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
the
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to
of
highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, January 31, 2008, at the hour
in
1000 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
Calloway County, Kentucky, with ita address being 242 Dupree Dr., New
Concord, KY 42076, and more particularly descnbed as follows:
Lot No. 444, 445 and 463, Unit No. III of Kentucky Lake Development
in Plat
Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same which is of record
Book 3, Page 35. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

ffice.
53red-

the protec•
The above-described property is transferred and conveyed subject to
tive covenants of record on said Plat
by
Being the same property conveyed to William O'Neal, and wife, Anita ONeal,
Page
Roger k Garland. by deed dated April 8. 1998. of record in Deed Book 282,
O'Neal
358. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.(William
r.)
died on September 19, 1996, leaving Anita O'Neal as the sole titleholde
thirty (30)
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bests of
with
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit
good
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with
installand sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal
and
ments bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
the properfully due and payable within thirty days_ A hen shall be retained on
ed and
ty as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertain
ad
paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2007

Trail
Beginning at a 3/4' diameter iron pipe fund in the south line of Rowlett
of Kentucky
(Kentucky Highway 732) located approximately 10 miles east
(Deed Book
Highway 94, being the northeast corner of the Lewis Drake property
207, Page 27)and the Northwest corner of the tract described herein;
bearthence. 25'from and parallel to the centerline of Rowlett Trail, the following
ings and distances;
South 41 deg. 02' 42" east 172.44' to an angle point,
South 51' 48" 17" east 223.97' to an angle point;
the northSouth 60 deg. 56 45" East 126_73' to. 3/4" diameter iron pipe found,
west corner of the Carol Ann Leja property. Deed Book 172, Card 383);
to a r bolt and
thence, with Leja's west line south 09 deg. 15' 27' east 948.13'
stone pile found;

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00009
CORP,
CMGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS REALTY

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
.
JOHN MALONE. JR . A/K/A JOHN R. MALONE
MALONE.
DONNA G. MALONE,A/KA DONNA GAIL
R. MALONE,JR.,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOHN
ANT,SPOUSE
A/K/A JOHN R MALONE,UNKNOWN DEFEND
GAIL MALONE,
OF DONNA G MALONE,A/K/A DONNA
TO UNION
REGIONS BANK,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
MERGER TO UNION
PLANTERS BANK, NA.. SUCCESSOR BY
COUNTY OF
PLANTERS BANK OF KENTUCKY, NA..
HOME CENTERS, INC.
CALLOWAY. J WILLIAM PHILLIPS. LOWES
LUMBER COMPANY
HENRY HARRIS, VIRGINIA HARRIS, MYERS
Y COUNTY PUBLIC
OF MURRAY,INC. MURRAY-CALLOWA
CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL CORPORATION, D/B/A MURRAYAND TRUST
COUNTY HOSPITAL. BRANCH BANKING
AREA BANK,
COMPANY,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO
BANK OF
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO PEOPLES
DEFENDANTS
MURRAY, KY. LAURA DEAN RILEY,

the
U!

DEFENDANTS.

entered by the Calloway Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Court on December 10, 2007, in the above
07, I shall proceed to offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $72,386
Calloway County, Kentucky,
Murray,
of
City
the
in
door
se
Courthou
sale at the
January 31, 2008. at the
Thursday.
on
auction
public
at
bidder,
to the Ingham
following described property
the
t,
thereabou
or
time,
local
,
m
a
10.00
hour of
address being 4336 Pottertown
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
ly described as follows
particular
more
being
and
KY.
Murray,
Road.
Surveying Services of Murray,
A 3 450 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood
7 !MIMI East of the City of
Kentucky. located on Highway 260 approximately
more particularly described as
Murray. Callowsy County, Kentucky, and being
follows
described tract of land and the
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein
Deed Book 165, Card 2682, said
Southeast corner of the Larry Nance Property.
of the centerline of Highway 280
point being .94 Re-bar set 30 00 feet North
North 13 deg 17' 21' East- 486 49
and 4 6+ miles East of Highway 94; thence.
Nance and Michael Bowman East
feet generally along a fence and with the said
14 Re-bar set at the Northwest
•
to
1684.
Card
160.
Book
Property Line. Deed
South 81 deg. 03' 18' East'
thence,
land,
of
tract
described
corner of the herein
Bowman South
Michael
the
with
and
fence
a
along
306 74 feet generelly
•04 Re-bar set at the Northeast
Property Line. Deed Book 138. Card 620. to
thence, South 13 deg 17 21' West
corner of the herein described tract of land.
Roeezella Outland Property, to a
the
to
line
division
new
•
creating
514 314 feet
described tract of land,
herein
the
of
corner
Southeast
the
at
met
04 Re-bar
feet with the North side of Highway
9952
West
20'
43
deg
66
North
thence,
said centerline. thence North 80 deg
280 to•04 Re-bar art. 30 00 feet North of
of said road to the point of beginside
North
the
with
feet
56
208
Weed
ning
conveyed easementa and right of ways
This property is subject to all previously
from Henry A Hama,and wife.
deed
by
conveyed
Being the same property
Jr. and wife, Donna Gail Malone, dated
Virginia L HarrIP to John R Malone,
216, Page 148, in the Calloway County Court
July 5. 1995. as recorded in Book
Clerk's Office
wild on •cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
The aforementioned property shall be
30) days. the purchaser shall deposit with
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty
purchase price and execute bond with good
the Commissioner one-third of the
, same to be paid in two equal metaland aufncient surety for the remainder
from the date of sale until paid. and
mats bearing interest at 12% per annum
days A hen shall be retained on the properluny due and payable within thirty
t taxes if any, shall be ascertained and
ty as additional areunty All delinquen
paid by the Comminaioner

22

This 3rd day of January. 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

571.62' to a" diameter
thence, with Leja's south line, south 54 deg_ 20' 19" east
square iron bar found in the centerline of an old road;
deg. 31' 06" west 20.00' to a
thence, with the centerline of said old road, south 23
Drake property (Deed Book
3/4" square tube found, in the north line of the Lewis
207, Page 27):
28 52" west 768.25' to•3/4" diamthence, with Drake's north line. north 79. deg.
eter iron pipe found,(original TVA corner 46-10);
west 1498.83' to the point of
thence, with Drake's eau line north 09 deg. 44' 38"
beginning
to any additional rightThis tract contains 11.6243 acres. but is subject, however,
the "old road" located at the
of-way as may be of record for Rowlett Trail and
southeast corner of this tract.
by deed from Jerry N. Vied,
Being the same property conveyed to Teddy Garland
277, Page 205, in the office of
et ox . dated February 11, 1998, of record in Book
the Clerk of the Calloway County ('ourt.
a cash or credit basis of sixty (60)
The aforementioned property shall be sold on
purchaser shall deposit with the
the
,
(60)days
sixty
of
credit
a
on
sold
days. but if
execute bond with good and
and
price
purchase
the
of
percent
ten
ner
( Ommissio
at 12'4 per annum from the
interest
bearing
,
remainder
the
for
surety
sufficient
within sixty days_ A lien shall be
date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
security.
l
additiona
as
property
the
on
retained
but the property is sold subject to
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner,
taxes..
estate
real
t
subsequen
and
2007
the

west of the
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles
part of the
Town of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a
Lot
Southwest Quarter of Section 10, Tonwship 3, Range 4 East, and also being
Ahart
13 as shown by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie
is a parproperty of record in Plat Book 29, Page 95, Slide 2711. said Minor Plat
being
tial replat of Tract II of record in Plat Book 24, Page 24, Slide 2237, and
further described as follows:
east
Beginning at a point an the centerline of Pond View Road. located 1524.91'
of
of the centerline of Hopkins Road ;as measured along the centerline Pondview
Plat
in
Road), being the southwest corner of Lot 6 as shown by a plat of record
Book 28, Page 95, Slide 2711, and northwest corner of Lot 13 described herein;
through
thence, with the mouth line of Lot 6, south 89 deg. 10' 04" east, passing
of 21669' to a ?"
a"" diameter rebar iw/cap 13175)found at 25.00' for a distance
6, a point in the
diameter rebar w/cap #3175)found, the southeast corner of Lot
west line of the John S. Garland property i Deed Book 153, Card 8461;
156.98' to a diamthence, with Garland's west line, south 02 deg. 05' 27" west
14;
eter rebar (w/cap #3175)found, the northeast corner of Lot
west, passing through
thence, with the north line of Lot 14, north 87 deg. 26' 32"
for a distance of 217.69' to a
a?" diameter rebar (w/cap #31751 found at 192.59',
t corner of Lot 14;
point in the centerline of Ponds/am Road, the northwar
deg. 3228" east 144_16'
02
north
Road,
Pondview
of
centerline
the
thence, with
to the point of beginning.
to•25' wide Becalm
This tract contains 0.7500 acres, but is subject however
easement for Pondview Road.
Monty Edwards and wife,
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to
in Book 387. Page 770, in
Kathy Edwards. by deed recorded on July 16th, 2001,
Court.
County
Calloway
the
of
Clerk
the
of
office
the
Serial No.
ALSO; 2001 Fleetwood Enterprise 28 x 64 mobile home,
KYFLY45AB02265LP12.
or credit basis of sixty )60)
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
shall deposit with
days. but if wild on a credit of sixty I60i days, the purchaser
and execute bond with good
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price
at 125 per annum from
and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng interest
within sixty days_ A lien
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
security. All delinquent taxes, if
shall be retained on the property as additional
oner, but the property is sold
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissi
subject to the 2007 and subsequent real estate taxes.
This 18th day of December, 2007.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 18th day of December, 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Above average starting
pay with people who
are honest and reliable
and able to deal with
the public in a friendly,
manner.
courteous
Please apply in person
BP Truck Stop
2185 US Hwy 641N
Murray. KY 42071
EOE

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat. of the month

FRI I \I

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Nu1p %Mid

(4
(
United
Way 7'7
What Matters.
607 Poplar St # F
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-0317
wet mccunItiedw•y CO

BEST Western needs
housekeeping.Experie
nce preferred Please,
no phone calls
FULL 8 part time positions now available at
Subway Apply in person No phone calls
please

CADIZ Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel (270)2230789
deloiseadams0yahoo
corn
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales
S60k+ potential income
possible Great benefits. Sales expenence
required.
731-584-9429
SALES help wanted for
insurance
local
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
companies.
largest
Insurance experience
not
but
helpful
required Training well
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
1040-R.
Box
P.0
Murray, KY 42071.

tisk Wanted

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling.
Immediate full time
positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 762-9900

DISCLAIMER
BP Truck Stop is
accepting applications
for experienced deli
personnel. FT & PT
available.
positions
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060
Help Wanted

060

Ass

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
of the
Court on December 10, 2007, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
offer for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $66,414.61, I shall proceed to
Kentucky,
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
hour
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 25, 2008, at the
of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
13,
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 303 Pondyiew, Lot
Almo, KY, 42020, and being more particularly described as follows:

State of
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway,
Range
Kentucky, being a part iif the Northeast Quarter of Section 10, Township 2,
6, East and being further described as follows:

valorem taxes..

eek
the
it
I a
It
ers

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Court
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
the Plaintiff
on December 10, 2007, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
sale at the
in the approximate amount of $74,564.36, I shall proceed to offer for
to the highCourthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
a mi..
est bidder, at public auction on Friday, January 25, 2008, at the hour of 10.00
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
KY, and
County. Kentucky, with its address being 2965 Rowlett Trail, Murray,
being more particularly described as follows:

This 3rd day of January, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF,

KATHY EDWARDS,
MONTY EDWARDS,AND
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

TEDDY GARLAND.
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF TEDDY F. GARLAND,
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC, AND
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00371

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF AJSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00344

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00340

Legal
Nodes

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
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VISA

"help wanted- section
on our classified,
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetiork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on

z1,1,

website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through

*subscribe to the

the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call

*a

Don't Be A

*,

this website.
However, as a national

SEEKING someone to
assist an individual
with community activities. Must be reliable.
energetic, motivated to
Send
places.
go
resume to: S. Floyd;
Broadway;
425
Paducah, KY 42001.

*
*

I
a

1

MIRRAI

LEDGER&TIMES *1

us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions

Local
iCallwray1
ni.110
3 mo.
6 eto........
$104.00
1 yr.

Rest of KY/T1N
Parma & Sucitesteni

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo
.496.00
6 mo
1 yr.-- $145.90

3sts.-57030
sis.-.-390.00
1 yz--........$120.00

available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Mail

Home Delivery
.....
3
.....952.59
6 too.1 yr.

a
a

1
a

Money Order

I Check

Visa

WC

Name
I St. Address

DRIVER with Class A
CDL to pull mobile
homes 270-293-1837
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle' Top pay. great
benefits' No experience/ No problem,
Werner Enterprises
ext.
800-346-2818
150.

• City
Zip

I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 756-1916
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Murray Ledger & Times

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

LeM1

MON

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 27 2007, in the above Cala*. to aattsfy the Judgment of Ow
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $89,990 84, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 25, 2008, at the hour
of 10 00• m local tune or thereabout, the following deornbed property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, With its addresa being 250 Ingram Lane, Almo.
KY, and being more particularly described as follows

PICTURES - $12 EACH
(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

nursing field practices and procedures
• Must hate good team. interpersonal & com-

munication skills for interface with diverse
groups and organizations
Plant !dune's job will consist of the following
responsibilities:
• Administer treatment to employees or persons
who sustain injury or become ill on company
premises
• Take patients' vital signs. treat wounds and

diam
Thence otevenng Tract I. North (10 deg 44 29' East passing through a
diameter mbar art, the
a
'
•
rebar set at 15 00 for a distance tit 1)6553 to
northwest corner of Traci 1-A,

Thence, South NM deg 49 31' East passing through a diameter mbar set at
2)7 79 for a chatance to( 222 79 to the *rat line of Tract II, in the centerline of a
gravel road
Thence, with the centerline t said gravel road. South 00 deg 44 29- Wept
195 53 to the point ttf beginning Said point bears South 44 deg 02 31' East
21 29 from "diameter rrbar set am • wanes, pin

ux by deed from
Being the same property conveyed to Stanton R Treider.
Gory W Ahart. ox , dated January 14, 1999, recorded in Stok 309. Page 336.
in the office of the Clerk of the 'alloway County Court
All-Sit I 1999 Stonendge Fleetwood Mobile Home, Serial Nu TNFLX27AKI9559
SK13
Me aforementioned property shall he mold in a caah or credit barna of thirty
days hut if ...Id in a twin of thirty C31) d•ys the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with good
4nd aufficient surety for the remainder heanng interest at 12'Z per annum fro,
the date of sale until paid and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien
vhall be retained on the property ast additional secunts All delinquent taxes. :1
ins shall be as-retained and paid h% the c"mniutolonrr

rh). 18th day of December 2007
Respectfully aubmitted
MAX W PARKER
Master I.0171M I*011,met

• Maintain treatment room in a safe and orderly
condition, order supplies as needed

Murray ACA Branch Office located at 1401
North 12th Street or at the Employment

HUMAN

RESOURCES. Finance

and

full-time

Application Deadline:
s sat:
information
more
ht tp /As •A v..murray state.eduJindir/hr/jobrpt ht m. To Apply:
Submila,letter (it application, resume, and the names, addressbegin

2008.

March

For

2008.

es, and telephone numbers of at least three 131 professional references to: Director of Human Resources Search Chair. Murray
State Unixersity. 122 Sparks Hall. Murray. KY 42071. Women
and minorities arc encouraged to apply. Murray State
Equal

an

Serval! Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:

Education

and

• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License •
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses

Employ- ment

M/F/D. AA.

Apply in person at:

Arbor Place of Livingston

SERVALL

I /min 11 It

has the following dpenong

I "tftfti

termitle 4fed ,p160/

RN - Administrator
• bed Persunal Care Hume iocesed m Senitriand KY
Must be licensed es Registered Nurse ri stale at KY
Health Insurance Dental Valor, and Lae Insurwace
Long Tern Care a pius

Experienced
Contact:

Services Offices at 319 S. 7th Street. Mayfield.
Kentucky. The Employment Services Office is
open hlondayfruesday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
Wednesdayrrhursday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
and Fnday 7:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The ACA
Office is open Monday through Friday 8:00

a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
F HK'-AFF1RMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

***OWNER
FINANCE*"
Check!
Credit
No
redone.
Completely
2BR IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
New
Primrose,
$2,900
Concord.
down $450 month
Call 753-2222

Kristy Briggs. RN. CNC
(270) 748-7602

Akins mistra t ive Assistant / Receptionist

needed tor large construction proIect
in Murray, KY. Candidates should possess a minimum of one year expen-

persons should send
resume to PO. Box 32185, Louisville,

ence Interested

KY 40232.

GLENDI INC.
Murray. KY
Takla& amilications for;
ith 4 Class A(DI

• I tili/P411 lime iiMert

• %lust ha-se a good driving,recorti.

21 )1s ot age and 2 years expenence
• I-am up to 4 Ipni
• Good home time
• Paid Ili,ltday

anon.

• Health In. and Retirement Plan

['lease call 270-759-5540
NIonday thru Friday
9A M4PM
.41sii needing Owner ()rierotors

isi I

1ii

it!

939 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky
PPLAJACM1111)
Jp41111 i) s is noss

hiring sir Atinagenkm!
Perxiinnel iisscllcni
bend its. olinpettit%c
wages flexible
sihedule Pleaw iIl

1-800-285-1077
ext. 701
NEED full-time help
Stan immediately No
experience necessary
Will train Hourly plus
bonuses
Signrnesters
8503 US Hwy 68E
F0,0041.19
NEW PAY SCALER!
Britthaven of Benton is
accepting
currently
applications for the Idowing positions FullWe also
time LPN
offer an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed in the State of
Apply in
Kentucky
person at Bnlittriven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0EiAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NOW biking spicenone for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drhoe-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Clew A COL with
mromum 3 yews OTP
Clean
expenence
MVP 18001468-8087

pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

r

150

iglitint

Bary

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

SCRAP
CARS
1,114,
- ,(.55011
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pock up used motor
fluid
oil/hydrau)ic
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270.436-2215

Check us out
on the Web!

Ankles
For Sale

CLEANING houses. 20

years expenence
270-759-9553

tio

LOOKING to watch
3 kids in my home
Monday-Friday
227-5467
NEED your house
cleaned'?
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554
with in.
home daycare $80
weekly. $20 daily
Discount on multiple
Audubon
children
accepted Call to find
out about the fun achy
Mee and teeming expenonce your precious
one can be a part of
Call 753-7031 or

1944
OPE

293-5212
SEEKING dependable

caring person to watch
7yr old, 3:30-6.30pm
kl-F in my non-smoking home, references
required 293-2157

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
758,3599

excellent iob of

home, office clearwg.
Any time or day WI
also watch children,
pets. and housesit d
you go out of Kroh Cal
270-978-1899 or 270753-8077

Home

doming
'merlon 227-7129

illAstues,
ANTIQUES. Cal Larry
753-3533
BUYING
Junk owe, trucks and
tractors 438-6236

&rides
For Sale
27' functional TV wrth
remote $60 Black
Sauder entertainment
center. $20 Take both
You haul
for $70
Leave message at
293-3101
NO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Prorecbon
LG. Toshiba.
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large seise-bon
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
6
FREE
upgrade
months of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo + $5.00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

ORECK Vacuum
cleaners, begs S belts
Jerry. Spoiling
Goods. Mayfield

1311
0111111111TENCT All.
OW MAI
PEI MINIM
CALL
04111111/1•11
amnommos
WSJ Malt

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
8 vinyl with 1 Ott. front
porch and bock Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
'97 16x80. Includes
12x20 deck. 200 amp
service, like new appliances. 753-3532 or
293-8140
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 21.171, Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
SWels &NORM
MOTORCYCLE
helmets iackets
saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods
Mayfield

Flawed
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Cal for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

"OWNER

Ocwenview
Timeshare week tor
rentTybee Island. GA.
4/5-4/12-or-4112-4/19,
S960-vowelt
(270)669-1092

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56. 3BR,
2BA. $4,950 down
$649 00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
2000 Fairmont 16x80
Vinyl siding. shingle
roof. 2x6 walls, Amish
built, nice.
270-489-2525.

On "),'quo,
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
Other
mentally III
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining legibly
Health
Behavioral
initiatives is now hiring
tor pan time positions
at our Puryear facility.
Applicants must possess the ability to
relate well with residents and staff
High school diploma or
equivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required
Bfil us an Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please send resume
to
Behavioral Health
Irunatnnes
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38,305

sore(
wooe
270-

Ne

releases and light duty assignments
• Must be willing to work a flexible schedule

Please submit online resume to:
***.briggsancLstratton.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

rOOET

experience

ties, such as report creation return to work

expenence.
Interested applicants must respond no
later than January 29.

270-753-8556

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

• Position located in Murray, Kentucky
• Salary commensurate with education and

Applications will be taken from Wednesday.
January 16 through Thursday. January' 24 at the

Salary is dependent on education and

4BR
monl
Call

1505 DiugunfDrive • Murray, KY 42071

TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

• Post High School Education AND
• Two years clerical and office experience

3BR
ance
$525
depo
270-

MOVE

Position Opening for:

required or requested
• Develop employee programs concerning
health education. accident presention. alcohol

3/2 b
Moir(
and
tnc ;
Largo
New
centr
annu
270-

501
roorr
wash
west

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA

Prefer CNA or CMA. but will train. We are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions,

Administratise Services. Murray State University.

is

He *weed

BRANCH ASSISTANT

,11,-1

ersity

He Wanted

• Perform other duties and responsibilities a,

weight control
• Perform drug screens on an as-needed ba.sis
• Assist in Worker's compensation responsibili-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

060

060

ical treatment when needed

NURSE'S AIDE

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

t

(ontact Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916for more information.

• Maintain records of persons treated, and prepare accident reports and insurance forms
• Assist in deseloping employee safety and
health programs

Our Littlest Valentine,
Noah Stallons.
appy Valentine's Day!

Wail information, payment and sender's name and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Wormy. Al 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whittle!, Ave„Wurray
between 7:30 a.m. and 500 p.m.

evaluate physical condition of the patient
Contact physician and hospital for further med-

abuse counseling, curtailment of smoking and

This tract contains 1 0 acre. hut In sulnect, however, to the right-of-way rot
Ingram Lane and the gravel road along the east boundary of Tract I -A

IS.

Deadline for receipt
of photos 6- love
lines is Friday,
February 8 at 511M.

pressure in handling emergency situations

Thence, with the centerline of Ingram Lane, North v.v. deg 49 Jo' Weal 212 79
to a"diameter rrhar found at the intersection of Ingram Lane and Lover Lane,
the southwest corner of Tract I-A.

to

(no more than 25 words)

• Fundamental knowledge of the industrial

Beginning at a ''' diameter ',bar found in the centerline of Ingram Lane and the
centerline of a gravel road, located approximately 1456 52 West of the centerII
V( S Highway 641 North bring the southwest corner of Tract I of the
Paul Welch property see plat of record in Plat Hook 23, Page 97, Slide 2210i,
and also being the southeast corner of Tract I -A delicribed herein'

position

LOVELINE -$10 EACH

Practical Nurse or Registered Nurse
• Approximately 2-5 years nursing expenencc,
preferably in a manufactunng environment
• Ability to work under stress and extreme

lows

I:ehruar

ow, 74.47, Ns.",tiLa

cated team player to pros ide support in the area
of occupational health and wellness
Applicants must meet the following 11611IPLUIPI
qualificationsfor eligibility:
• Associate or Bachelors degree in nursing
• Must be certified/registered as it Licensed

record in Plat hook 23 Page 97 Slide 2210o, and being further described as fol-

OF

...Atoar ot

Bnggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of au cooled engines and is seeking a dedi-

Tract of land situated approximately I mile south of the Commuruty of Heater
in the County "(Calloway, State of Kentucky being a part of the Southweat
Quarter of Section 14, Township 3 Rance 4 East and being Tract 1-A of• Minor
Subdivision Plat of the Gary Mart Subdivision Plat iif record in Plat Book 26
if. Minor Subdivision Plat of
Page tin, Slide 2481, a partial replat of Tract 1 of

DIRECTOR

97:'*4`444"7P"If `‘Ir`"`"

picavu

OCCUPATIONAL NURSE

VS NOTICE OF SALE

r,

1-4
149,7

is seeking an

F.N TREE SERVICING. LL(',

I

$4-

BRIGGS & STRATTON

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil ACUOG NO 07-CI-00276

I ANTON R TREIDER.
WA.NDA L TftEIDER,
CI it'INTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,

Mun

FINANCING-16x80 38R. 2 Bath. on
3 5 acres. Parts
$3,950 down, $545
month 761-7355
"'OWNER
FINANCENo credit check' 2003
38R 28A doublewide
in Puryear Largo deck.
$3.500 down, $495
monthly Call Ruth*
270-753-2222.
-OWNER
FINANCE*No Credit Checks 38R
2 bath doublewsde ii
Puryear Only 4 years
deck.
Large
old
53.500 down. $495
month. Call Putt*,
(270)753-2222

2003 3BR 2 bath
mobile home for sale
or rent 270-227-9140.
731-642-6181
•2BR $225
•38R $275
753-6012
38R, 2 bath 5 miles
north of Murray
(2701752-0461

1 Bedroom Apartment.
clean and nice, al
appliances including
no
pets
W/D,
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo
753-4109
182 BR apts. 1 -year
lease 1BR $35000
28R $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
or
1BR
furnished
unfurnished. low utkiWs, no lease mowed.
no pets. S250/mo.
270-753-3949

IBR. all appliances,
Universal), Heights. no
lease,
year
pets,
$325/mg « deposit
753-4937
18R. venous locations,
5275-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 28A. garage, el
appliances $850.
436-5685
213R apartments available. Great locaeon 1
year lease, i month
deposit, no pets
753-2905

on

2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

Col
r
9E

384BR. 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR townhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A, refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400 sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished. $etio
month 50% oft 151
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
4BR townhome 2.5EtA.
refrigerator,
C/H/A,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove
sq.tt.
1,400
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
$840
refurbished.
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
No pets.
required
Utilities not included
270-348-13458
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property. Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
wirelcoraerstunatato cum
DUPLEX 2BR. 28A,
1-year old. 404 Bambi
Ct. North, no pets.
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
FACULTY-STAFF
Apartments
University view,
appliances, yard
mowed, nice
$500/mo. 753-8096
FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo
761-7355
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3tiedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

Loci

2
2

MUF

Locl.
unit;
2905

4n5

•ll
•'l

16(
lion
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$50
703
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ing
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$1.
or
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43
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27
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1817 Miller. 4811 2BA
Newly remodeled, near
university, $700 rent.
753-9636
2, 3 & 48/3 houoiss.
&
Lease
deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR IBA 306 S. 1561,
&Alcamo. negotiable.
No pets. 759-4826

'imes
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t NEON BEACiin
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

Let us build your new home!
2,250 sq.ft. hying, 3BR, 2.5BA,
2 living rooms. $175,000.00 on your lot.
$199,000.00 on our lot in Riverfield Estates.
Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872
460
Homes For Sale

Houses For Rent
3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose. Gay utilities
and schools. All electnc. 2 car garage.
Large fenced yard.
New
central HVAC system,
annual lease. Ray
270-767-0615

Murray Ledser & Times lair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which MACS it
illegal to advertse arn preference, limitation or discnminaboo based on race, color, religion sex, handicap, taimhal status or nanonal angin or mienlion to make any such preferences, limitation, or discnmuuton
State laws turbid distinmmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for teal estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
ay ailable on an equal opportunity basis
For birder assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene F' %lam. 17181646-10011

3BR 2BA, all appliances. C/FVA, in Hazel,
references,
$525,
deposit, no pets
270-753-1059
4BR 2BA, $675 per
month plus deposit.
Call 752-0456.
501 South 6th. 3 bed1
room
bath;
dishwasher/dryer;
washer; refrigerator;
living/dining
stove;
rooms; bonus room:
screened porch; hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

ATTENTION
nvestors/Homeowners
Live in one side and
let the other side
assist in paying your
mortgage. One side
leased- the other side
for you- For into
Donna 227 2568
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors or
1616Chns0LorettaJo
bs.Com

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St

270-436-54%

COLDWATER 2/3BR,
brick. owner financing
possible. 800-9862789 Ext. 2051

'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered° 1500. V8,
tool box, towing package. Great work truck.
753-7861,
$2,600.
(270)293-6115.

270-293-6906
uded
2.5BA.
gerator.
dish stove
sq.ft.
located
Newly
$840
off 1st
deposit
pets.
icluded

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

326 acres Paris. TN
area. 200 row crop
land. Remainder in
creek
woods with
Excellent
frontage.
building sites (1.9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide.
$2.500 an acre.
1-877-275-0543

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Acres"
OOP
(entail
xly &
iacinent
gable
3S5
realty com
2BA.
Barnbi
ets

FF

E1096

100/mo
tments
applicabr units
income
mirment
Phone
A on
&
No
6 Equal
rtuntty.
SING
)m Apts
archon
ors
;al AO*
tod Dr
f.
Fnday
4984
sing
irty
48-6056
IWO
3A 2BA
lad, new
DO rent

2 car garage with gas
heat. Good for car
detailing or body shop
$500 monthly.
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE space available. 1,600 sq.ft., parking lot, roadside lighted
sign. 901 Sycamore St
$1,200/mo. 293-2098
or 753-5500

S 15th.
026

-OWNER
FINANCENo credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear,
1.292 sq.ft., hardwood
appliances_
floor,
$3,900 down. $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.

360
Pots I Simples
AKC Scottish Terrier
puppies, paper
trained. (270)236-2210
(270)236-2751

OWNER
FINANCECheck!
Credit
No
Clean & nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down.
month. Call
$475
Ruth*(270)753-2222

kAUSTRALIAN
Shepherds. 8 weeks
old. One blue merle,
one red. $300 each
270-978-1231
DOG Obedience
436-2858.

PROFESSIONAL
Horse Shoeing
Contact for scheduling
270-906-6922.
270-978-5280
SOUARE
Timothy hay
270-554-1403

bales

II

L'
‘‘ I Ill

houses
deposit
1109

FARM for lease. 83
farm acres available
for cash lease. Located
4-5 miles southeast of
at
limits
city
and
Shoemaker
Harmon Rd. 2 tobacco
barns. Bids accepted
through January 31.
Farm Lease, P.O. Box
727. Hopktnsville, KY
42240-0727.

1600 sq.ft. prime locaDr.,
Lowe's
tion.
Murray. 293-2981

11

Mil •I •

I ficalifoti.
"Ii(lili"
,

97 Dodge 2500 4x4
Cummins diesel, Club
cab, Iwb, 5-speed
manual transmission,
p-windows, p-locks, psteering, cruise & tilt,
195k, looks good, runs
great. $9,500.
436-5508 293-5507
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cab -- 200,000
miles. 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2800.
(270) 804-3566.

LOG CABIN
ONLY $69,900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream! New
2128 sf log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake!
Paved rd, u/g
excellent financing.
Ceti now 1-800-7043154. x.1697

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

1998 Dodge Stratus.
4dr, 94K, excellent
condition. Full power
and air. Asking $2,500.
(270)437-4062.

CLOSE to MSU, all
hardwood floors, fresh
paint and ready to
move into, 4BR 2BA
$79,900 Call Campbell
Realty 759-8780

Ilk Property
KEY MINI [
WAREHOUSES

1850 St At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

2000 Chrysler Cirrus
miles,
LXI. 71,xxx
loaded, white car with
blue leather interior,
$3.450. Call 752-1178.

Used Trucks

WANT to know the
value of your home,
farm, or commercial
property on today's
market'?
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision? Give us a
call! Professional reliable service.
Darnell Appraisal &
Matt
Consulting,
Jennings:
owner/appraiser
270-753-9999.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Used Cars

BRICK 3BFV2BA new
furnace water heater,
sewer line, ceramic,
cabinets,
windows,
refrigerator,
paint,
stove. 1102 Poplar
$135,000. Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224.

MOW, .I•1I•11
0•10011,,INTV

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Santos Oared

Services Oland

2 story 3BR 2BA. 1
office, 2 car garage,
2,400 sq.ft. living,
4,000 total. Landon
Hills Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
38A 28A bock. Newty
stove.
decorated,
Large
refngerator
fenced in backyard &
storage Large trees
off
9th,
S
822
Glendale.
joins
farm:
Also,
Cherokee Hills Farm.
121S. New Concord.
10mi from KY Lake.
Lots of deer, turkey.
good building spots.
J.D. Williams
753-8406, 753-4443

I.&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping 8
leaf Vacuuming
Satislaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 mom :Konica
Res . Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, ek
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Ha,uling Clean
Out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up iunk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
GRAVEL, while rock &
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

ANNETTE
Schroader's Tax
Service new hours will
be 9AM-5PM,
Monday-Friday.
Limited amount of new
clients will be taken
270-753-2498

CREATIVE
BUILDING

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

DAVIS Handyworks
Small home repairs,
garages, siding, windows and doors, roofing. No Job too small.
(270)227-9484.

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd lobs. Free estimates. (270)762-0910.

Metal buildings home
additions, remodehng,
vinyl siding. hardwood
(loonng, concrete
Affordable rates

474-8555

DIXON COMPUTER

CONNECTION
tontputer Prohlt
11101111C111"

Nobel'

2711-227-1087
24. searsislii

11(114;11Fri
:2=fig
111
Over 40 years exp.
Sales & Installation

753-7728
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839
HAI

.I Nil \ I

M A\

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble

MINTAL OP
MURRAY
CuMwm
Wrap Omer$wim &
Rap*
Owner Greg IlemplIsid
(270)293-8480

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

David's
Home
Improvement
Water DarrageC Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joists
Remodeling 8 Plumbing
David Gallattore, Owner
&a Do Insurance Work
visa 9 klasierCarC Acceoted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

WE SERVICE
Ali Mu i,r
and Most Maior Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
mencompanies
tioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Free Colurm
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work. Free
estimates.
270-519-8570

JACK Russell Terrier
free to good home
293-2442 ask for
Sandra 293-3816

3301 St. Rt 121N.

Free
Pallets

753-8087
1.1111.,11.,111 ,,n • 2`,1

JOE'S JOBS
Sill

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

•,

753-4344 • 2.27-5(144

Please No Phone Calls

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$275,000.00
753-2905 or 293-8595.
MUST See!! Just built
brick
sq.ft.
2,500
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town. $139,000
by
270-519-8570
owner, Murray.
NEW Construction in
city limits & priced to
sell! Over 2700 sq.ft.
living area. 4BR 3BA
Call
$259,900
Campbell Realty
759-8780.
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
Located in
acres.
Hazel. $115,000.00.
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

Photo provided

Place check for $2,500 to Justyn Melendez,
WINNERS AT CARDS: Bill Abbott, third from left, is pictured presenting the First
TOTALLY remodeled,
from left. They are joined by members of
second
Tucker,
Richard
to
$1,152
for
check
Place
hardwood floors, new third from right, and the Second
Hold'Em Tournament.
Texas
the
much Knights of Columbus Council #6897 who served -as dealers and volunteers for
and
carpet
more Don't miss this
one! $125,000 Cali
Campbell Realty
759-8780

& ATY's
BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444
'06 Yamaha Wolverine.
Good condition, hardly
ridden. $4.300 OBO.
757-289-7069. ask for
Luke

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

i

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Thursday, Jan. 24, 2008:
You make a difference this year.
and you will do exactly what
you need to do. You'll discover
just how far your impact can go
and how important a key bond
is. If you feel a lack of closeness
in the next year, you will take
steps to remedy this situation.
You might be ready to give up
some of your stronger views and
perspectives. Sometimes you
can be very serious! If you are
single. you enter a very special
period in which the people you
meet have a lot more depth and
character than you see at first.
Take your time getting to know
someone this year. If you are
attached, plan special getaways
together. VIRGO makes a good
business partner.

llaUMIty Midis

2000 Jeep Grand
Loaded,
Cherokee.
condition,
excellent
one owner, $6,800.
Call 270-753-5472 or
270-293-3327
Used C.as

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You feel like you could
handle the world if you just
ocus. Truth be told, you have a

l

trong work ethic, which often
saves the day. Listen to others
echoing your message. You
might not be exactly sure of what
needs to happen. Tonight: Fit in
some exercise. How about a
walk/
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
2004 Ford
****t Your fun style makes
Thunderbird convertwaves and opens doors You
ible with hard top,
seem to understand what needs
red. 15.looi miles One
to happen. You could be taken
owner, bought new at
aback by how wild your imagina$25,000
Ford_
Painter
tion might be. Listen and follow
1.
753-1586,227-139
through on what needs to hap1998 Mazda 626 LX. pen. Tonight Fun and games

B Allis Chamber 5
belly mower
'98 S-10 4x4 V6
'02 S-10 slur cab
'99 Malibu. 1 owner.
nice. 978-5655

$1.500 293-4984

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might want to understand what will happen if you
relax. Listen to news that heads
in your direction. You'll want to

come from an anchored position.
Center yourself if need be. You
will be able to make a big difference if you just stop. Tonight:
Anchor in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Listen to news and get
feedback. Review a decision
with care. Understanding will
develop if you remain open and
have a much-needed talk.
Discussions are animated and
lively. Just flow with the moment.
Tonight: Hang out with a pal
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use special care with your
finances. You easily could regret
a purchase, as much as you like
the item. Playing it conservative
just might be the way to go.
Listen to what others share.
Think positively. You will make
headway. Tonight: Pay bills first
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are coming from a
more grounded place than in the
past. News makes you smile and
allows another opportunity to
come forward. Your creativity will
soar if you focus on what you
must. Don't say no to opportunity. Tonight: Say yes.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Think carefully before
leaping into action. Knowing
when enough is enough might
be most important. Pull in and be
willing to say no to major indulgence. You will be happier ultimately. If you need space. ask
Tonight: Do for yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to reflect
on possibilities and zero in on
the one that most makes you
smile. With a strong drive, support and that Scorp charm, suc-

cess will follow you. Just know
what you want. Tonight: Where
the crowds are.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others look to you for

answers and positive change.
Sometimes you might not have
the right words. Lie back and
understand your limits. You still
might want to pioneer a project
to achieve special results.
Tonight: In the limelight.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Venus moves into your
sign, adding to what already
could be a spectacular day.
Though sometimes it might be
difficult to lift the cloud that
restricts thinking and understanding. you do just that?
Someone might be very challenging, encouraging deep

kalliope is a Calico, Dilute
alico, spayed, female adult

Whatever
thought. Tonight:
helps your mind relax.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Work with someone
rather than cause yourself a
problem. One-on-one relating
actually could create a deeper
understanding. You see life in a
much more upbeat manner. Ask
questions. Tonight: Team up.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others clearly are dominant. Do what you need to do in
order to loosen up a situation.
Relax and flow with others.
Warmth will build between you
person.
another
and
Understanding is important.
Trust yourself. Tonight: Go along
with another's plans.
BORN TODAY

Actor John Belushi (1949)

Frito is a short hair orange
tabby, four months old, male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.4M.10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

.-

"
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Shelter
Animal
County
Murray-Calloway
at (270) 759-4141

•
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lookingBack
10 years ago
Murray High School Speech
learn plaard first in the Russellville High School Speech tournament at Russellville
Stacey Smith. daughter of Mr
and Mrs ferry E Smith of Murray, received her bachelor', degree
l'noversity.
Lipscomb
from
Nashville. Tenn
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 59-56 and Lady Laker% lost 73-55 in basketball games
with Marshall County Marshals
and lardy Marshals High team
scorers were Payton Patterson and
Kaki Cunningham tor the 'Akers
anal Phillips and Linehery for the
Marshals
20 years ago
Elected as officers ol the Slurray-Calloway County Ministerial
Assocuoion were Rev. Clarence
lielmich of Immanuel Lutheran
Church. president. Res Andre I reEihn's Episcopal
s:ohm. St
Church. vice president. Res Bill
Fisher. first United Methodist
Church. secretary. Luther May.
Murray SC6E-nth-1)ay Ads enlist
Church. ire:Amster
LOM 'Crouse, Kimberly Lough
and Amanda Suns. students at Calloway County High School. have
been selected to participate in the
1988 All-State Chorus in Lexington Feb 4-fm
Dinhs repined include a girl
to Mr and Mrs tames E. Dick.
Dec 22
30 years ago
Local scum il officials consider
themselves Ira Ater than (amine
school district heads where school
children has lost almost One entire
school month because ot snowy
weather Calloway County and
Murray City Schools have missed
eight days
16 Bobby Malone id Murray
State Crusersity faculty arid (Ica
con at first Baptist Church. was
the speaker at the Men's Da!, program at In 45 at Sinking Spring

Murray Ledger & Times

COMICS / FEATURES
Young stay-at-home mother's
fuse gets shorter every day

Baptist Church. according to Rev.
Lawson Williamson. pastor.
40 years ago
Army Sgt. First Class Joe H.
Thorn has been assigned to the
Advisory team 5f1 as a heavy
weapons advisor with the lid battalion (if the 1Ist regiment in Viet114111.
Joyce Winchester was installed
as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 of the Order of
the Rainbow for Girls
Murray High School Tigers won
64-55 over Hickman County Falcons in a basketball game Allan
Beane was hrgh scorer for the
Tigers

50 rears ago
or Williani A Sea). vice director of experiment station at the
University of Kentucky. will he
the featured speaker at the annual meeting of Calloway County
WM Bureau on Jan 24 at the
Murray State College little auditorium
Recent births repined at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr
and Mrs James Burkeen
Mrs Milford On presented a
lesson on -One Dish Meals- at a
meeting of South Pleas:au Grose
Homemakers Club held at the
home i if Mrs Dennis Boyd
60 years ago
Murray State College has an
enrollment of 1535 for the second quarter tor Murray Slate and
Murray Training School. according to Mrs Cleo Gillis (lester.
regustrar
In high school basketball games.
Hardin won 59-41) over Kirksey
Eagles with high scorers being Ross
for Hardin and Adams for Kirksey. New Concord Redbirds won
59-46 over Murray Training Colts
with high scorers being Williams
for Redbirds and Boyd for Colts.
(Fuel Lions won 44-211 over Lynn
Grose Wildcats with high scorers
being Brandon for (laid l arid
Smotherman for Lynn Grove

Todaylnillstory
day Washington. D C
By I he Assaptiated Press
In 1845. Congress decided all
loday is Wednesday. Jan 2 1.
national elections would be held
the 21111 day 01 21108 There are
on the first Tuesday after the first
141 days kit in the year
Monday in November.
Today'. Highlight in History
In 1932. New York Gov.
On Lin 24, 19613, North KOWA
D Roosevelt announced
Eranklin
ship
nce
intellige
Navy
SCl/Cli the
his candidacy for the Democratic
l,SS Pueblo, charging its crew
presidential nomination
with bring on a spying mission
In 1941. critic Alexander WoollDie crew Was released 11 months
con suffered a fatal heart attack
later I
during a live broadcast of the
On this date
s PlatIn 1789. Georgetown Univer- CBS radio program "People'
form "
sity was established in present-

any
DEAR ABBY: I have four can't afford it. Have you
-- NEVADA
beautiful children. I have tried other options'?
DMA
to raise them to appreciate the MOM AND GRAN
DEAR NEVADA MOM:
importance of family and underbe unrealistic
stand that love is the most While it may
for you to expect peace and
important thing of all.
with two
My problem is my youngest quiet in a household
daughter, active boys under the age of
"Samantha." 6, your daughter is only fuelwho is 24. ing the fire by losing control
She's and yelling and screaming.
Children learn by example.
divorced
two and my concern is that she
with
boys, ages 5 may be perpetuating the same
15 destructive habits she learned
and
months. She from her father and teaching
at her sons unacceptable behavlives
Dear Abby home with ior.
Your daughter may be frusme and my
By Abigail
husband, trated because she feels trapped
Van Buren
which is not in her role as a stay-at-home
benan issue. What does bother me mother and could possibly
some
herself
g
allowin
by
efit
hanthe
off
is that she flies
I say in
dle and yells and screams about time for herself. As
in All
Anger
"The
booklet,
my
She
ing.
anything and everyth
Deal With
doesn't get that trait from me. of Us and How to
freedom of
She learned it from her father. It.' "Having one's
or feelI know my daughter loves movement restricted,
makes
often
down,'
'tied
ing
showis
her children, but she
step in
ing less and less patience with one angry." The first
anger is to
them. I have tried to help her dealing with one's
are getting
overcome this problem. hut so recognize that you
lose conyou
E
BEFOR
angry
She
worked.
far nothing has
anger inapis hollering more than ever. I trol and express the
think she functions better when propnately.
My anger booklet can be
she is working full time, rather
by sending a businessordered
mom.
-home
than being a stay-at
e,
My husband and I worry size, self-addressed envelop
for
order
money
or
check
plus
kids,
the
about Samantha and
Abby
but we would also like to have $6 (U.S. funds) to Dear
Box
P.O.
,
Booklet
Anger
-quiet
and
more harmony, peace
61054around here. I realize that coun- 447, Mount Morris. IL
handling
seling might help her, hut we (1447. Shipping and
are included in the price. If
your daughter is willing to
read my booklet, it should give
In 1950. the Israeli Knesset
her some helpful insight into
approsed a resolution affirming
the cause of her anger and
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel
some tools for coping with it.
In 1964. the 24th amendment
to the Constitution. eliminating
the pill tax in federal elections.
was rata red.
In 1973. President Richard
Nixon announced an accord had
been reached to end the Vietnam
War
In 1989, surrealist artist Salvador Deli died in his riatise Spain
at age

ES A ES le ELL?IE

Surgery last, best hope
for pain relief
On the negative side, no
surgery can be guaranteed free
from side effects. Everyone
surgery
undergoes
who
responds differently. Some fare
extremely well, while others
having the identical procedure
have a more difficult recuperation period. Age, physical condition, related or unrelated medical problems and a host of
other issues all come into play.
I cannot begin to guess which
category you might fall into.
Therefore, I'll have to pass on
projecting the success rate.
Quality of life is an important issue, and the risks of
surgery must be weighed
against the pain you are suffering. I recommend selecting
a specialist you have confidence
in and who is highly recommended by your doctor. This
is often the foundation on which
to build success.
While you are awaiting your
ment, you might try
appoint
You
R:
DEAR READE
massage, physiappear to be the victim of a acupuncture,
ctic manipchiropra
therapy,
cal
disorical
neurolog
ive
progress
modalities.
other
and
ulation
as
nerves
der: pressure on the
you not be a
they pass through or around Then, should
procedure, the
the spinal discs, with result- candidate for a
advise which
can
st
speciali
nerves
ing compression of the
alternative therapy is most
leading to chronic pain.
You have put off repair as appropriate.
To give you related inforbest you can, but it is suryou a
gery alone that will "fix" your mation. I am sending
Report
Health
my
of
copy
concluMy
nerves.
back and
Pain."
sion is based on the limited "Managing Chronic
would like
information in your letter. Your Other readers who
a selfbest bet is to be examined and a copy should send
envetested by an orthopedic sur- addressed No. 10 stamped
ter, PO
Newslet
to
$2
and
lope
nic
discoge
in
zing
speciali
geon
44092.
disease. Speak with your pri- Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
the title
mary care physician for his or Be sure to mention
her referral.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 68-year-old female who has
had back problems (spinal
stenosis) for the past 10 years.
Over this period. 1 have had
eight cortisone shots and several physical-therapy sessions
— anything
to avoid surgery.
I
Now
94tiek
suffer muscular pain in
one leg and
even limp
when I try
to walk any
. I
Dr. Gott distance
have
also
difficulty
By
ing
climb
Dr. Peter Gott
stairs. I'm
wondering if I can put off the
surgery any longer and what
the success rate is with the
procedure.

CoidiaCtliridge

6.611

DEAR ABBY: We are
throwing our dad a surprise
party for his 60th birthday.
Instead of gifts for our dad,
my sisters and I would like
to have the gifts go to charity. How would we word that
on the invitations? -- MARGARET IN PENNSYLVANIA
MARGARET:
DEAR
Include in the invitation a note
that says:'The gift of your presence will be. present enough
for Dad. However, if you feel
you must give something, then
I in his
a tkmation to (
honor would be appreciated.'
009

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by- her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at 14 ww.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles. CA 90069.
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South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q 9 2 .
IPAJH
•A1 73
*6
EAST
WEST
•K 7 6 3
# 10 4
•K 96
t1PQ 10 7 5 3
•4
•5
#4)10 7 5 2
*A 1 9 8 3
SOUTH
•8 5
#4 2
•K Q10 9 8 6 2
•K 4
The bidding:
East
Sort h
West
South
pass
3
Pass
3•
5•
Pass
4•
Opening lead --- live of hearts.
The practice of leading fourthbest on defense dates hack to the
days of %hist. the ancestor of contract bndge. Despite its - antiquity,
though, it is still widely accepted for
a very simple reason — it works!
Today's deal illustrates the value
of fOurth-best leads. South arrives at
five diamonds, and West leads the
five of hearts Declarer plays the
eight from dummy, and East kis to
decide which card to play
Obviously. south cannot have any
great length in hearts. so it is reasonable to assume that West is leading

his fourth-hest card from a four-card
or longer suit. Once this is determined. the Rule of Eleven can be
applied.
In the given case. East subtracts
live
the number on the card led
from I I. this reveals that there are
six cards higher than the card led in
the three hands outside of West's.
Since East can see all six of them
in his own hand and the dummy, he
knows declarer has no card higher
than the five. Accordingly, East plays
the nine at trick one and, alter it
holds, returns the king. South fellowmg with the four and West the three.
Declarer takes the ace, draws
trumps and leads a spade to the jack,
losing to the king. If Last now
returns a third heart, South will ruff
and take the rest of the tricks, discarding both of his clubs on
dummy's spades.
But East knows from West's play
of the three of hearts at trick two —
his fifth-hest card — that his partner
started With five hearts, which makes
it futile to try to cash another heart.
So East switches to a club to set the
contract one trick.
Observe that if East had gone up
with the king of hearts rather than
playing the nine on the (list trick,
declarer could hese avoided a spade
loser by later leading a heart to the
Jack and discarding a spade on the
heart ace.

Tomorrow: An unwilling accomplice
S,nds.air
2006 King
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YOU CAN MAKE A FEW
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1 Aftermath
5 Kitchen spice
9 Top-rated
12 - Man
Tnathion
13 Bearded flower
14 Pester
for payment
15 Mind
16 PC mice

18 Tall cactus
20 Cheery greeting
21 Sweater letter
22 Homburg kin
26 Metric pounds
29 Not very many
30 Ruin with "up31 Nile goddess
32 Aunts and
uncles
33 Trickle
34 Weaken
35 - -eye steak
36 Pulls dandelions
37 Method
39 Just as I
though'

40 Appliance-tag
letters
41 Dripped
45 Romeo s
surname
49 Clay pot
50 Ja to Jacques
51 Hair coloring
52 Follow the
newspapers
53 Regal emblem
54 New Age singer
55 Pantyhose
shades

DOWN
Humorists
Territory
Movie ape
Motorcycle
races
5 Prefix for wave
6 Alice s
chronicler
7 Twice LI
8 Forgo
9 Fruity drink
10 Mongrel
1
2
3
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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11 Coast Guard
off
17 Nanny s
charge
19 Happy sighs
22 Bog
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23 Kind
of molding
24 Wished
undone
25 Elec units
26 Chocolate
candy
27 By Jove'
(2 wds
28 Gloss target
29 Prevaricate
32 Actress
- Basinger
33 Harbor
35 Have rapport
36 Owl's query
38 Famous
mummy
39 Queen of the
Misty [Mess
41 Undersized
42 Earnest
request
43 Pizazz
44 Many parents
45 Bossy s
comment
46 Not just my
47 Robin's beak
48 Win at rummy
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OVC FOOTBALL

Former EKU assistant
assumes football reins
HOOD COACHED COLONELS FROM
1994-98; COMES FROM WAKE FOREST

rY
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

ille has been an important factor in
Shaleea Petty, a 5-foot-5 guard from Christian County High School in Hopkinsv
that Murray State needs in getspark
a
the Racers recent winning streak and is credited by Jody Adams for being
ting things going.
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RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Dean Hood, who helped turn
Wake Forest's defense into a
national power, was tapped
Tuesday,as the new head coach
at Eastern Kentucky.
Hood, 44, was an assistant
for the Colonels
from 1994 to
1998, coaching
the secondary
and serving as
defensive coordinator the last
two years.
He spent the
Hood
last seven years as Wake
Forest's defensive coordinator,
including bowl appearances the
past two years. The highlight
was 2006, when the Demon
Deacons won their first Atlantic
Coast Conference title since
1970 behind a defense that
allowed just 15 points a game.
The Deacons lost to Louisville
in the Orange Bowl.
"It was just a natural thing to
want to come back here," Hood
said. "We are very excited to be
back. I am looking forward to
the challenge of being a head

coach. As you progress in this
profession, you always think
about doing things your own
way. This is a chance to implement those thoughts."
He replaces Danny Hope,
who went 35-22 in five seasons
at Eastern Kentucky before
leaving for Purdue. Hope will be
the Boilermakers' associate
head coach for one season and
then replace Joe Tiller as head
coach.
Hood sought the job when
Hope was hired five years ago,
but his opportunity came when
he least expected it, especially
with the Colonels coming off a
9-3 season and the school's first
Ohio Valley Conference championship since 1997.
"It came out of left field," he
said.
Eastern
Sandy,
Mark
Kentucky's athletics director,
said Hood's character, resume
and past experience with the
Colonels made him the ideal
choice over four other serious
candidates.
•See HOOD,2C
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Orange
Squeezed

By MICHAEL DANN
Up Next
Sports Editor
Murray State vs
Eleven games remain on
Tennessee Tech
the Racer women's schedule When: Thursday, 530 p.m
12-5 (6-3), TTU 3-16(2MSU
Records:
Valley
before the Ohio
Tournament Stades: TTU leads 56-8
Conference
begins on the first Tuesday Last INestIng: The Racers won 80-79
in °mime Nat Feb. 22 at the RSEC.
in March.
1340 AM
Currently the Racers Rodlo: WNBS
would get a home game with
their 6-3 record and tie for third-place standing with Samford.
Whether that will hold up and whether that is good enough
for Racer head coach Jody Adams remains to be seen. But if
she can put her worth in one player for the stretch run, she'll
do so on the back of Shaleea Petty.
According to Adams. Petty has been an important part of
of
the Racers' recent three-game winning streak and being one
bulb
light
l
proverbia
that
ballclub,
year's
this
on
lour seniors
may have gone off in Petty's head.
"She understands that she has about a month and a half
before her senior season wraps up," Adams said about Petty.
she
"She has a choice: Either make the choices or don't. If
makes the choices, we can be something special. If she doesn't, we're probably going to be hit-or-miss."
The 5-foot-5 senior point guard out of Hopkinsville is curratio. In
rently leading the league in assists and assist/turnover
for 5.1
good
assists,
46
out
dished
nine OVC games. Petty has
bringa game. She only has 17 turnovers for an average of 1.9,
2.71.
to
ing her ratio
See PETTY,2C

ALL A CLASSIC: MURRAY HIGH 58, HICKMAN CO.44

ED REINKE /AP

Lady Tigers sing a new tune in 2nd half

half
Kentucky bench players celebrate during the second
Kentucky
against Tennessee Tuesday night in Lexington.
upset No. 3 Tennessee 72-66.

PATTERSON LEADS KENTUCKY TO
THIRD QUARTER RALLY PROVES TO BE 72-66 WIN OVER No.3 TENNESSEE
DIFFERENCE MAKER FOR MURRAY HIGH
Kentucky held the Volunteers
TON. Ky. (AP) —

By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — When strains
of Twisted Sister's "We're Not
Gonna Take It" drifted through the
rafters at the end of halftime, it pretty much summed up what the Lady
Tigers were thinking.
Down 27-25 at the half to a surging Hickman County team in the first
round of the All "A" Classic at
Graves County, the Lady Tigers
knew something had to change.
Enter the third quarter and an amazing turnaround that sealed the win
and advancement in the tournament,
where the Lady Tigers won 58-44
over the Lady Falcons.
Within four minutes of game time
in the second half, Murray High put
up 10 points thanks to treys from
Leah Dieleman and Haley Armstrong
and two points apiece from Sarah
and Shelby Crouch. Steals and
rebounds from a strong Lady Tiger
defense kept feeding the aggressive
offense, which happily converted the
opportunities to points. In fact.
Hickman County didn't get its first
points of the quarter until drawing a
foul on a shot with 2:55 left.
"First and foremost our junior
leaders really stepped up," said
Rechelle
KYSER LOUGH / Lodger & Times Murray High head coach
Turner.
Jaclyn
against
shot
Haley Armstrong goes up for the
"Stacey defensively and on the
Workman during the last minutes of the Lady Tigers' boards, Leah stepped up offensively
victory over Hickman County.

All "A" Classic

Boys
TUESDAY
Fulton City 60. Fulton Co 43
WEDNESDAY
6 p.m
St Mary vs Carlisle Co
7.45 p.m.
Hickman Co vs Mayfield
FRIDAY
Fulton City vs Mayheid/Hockrran
6 p m.
Murray vs Carlisle/St Mary 7 45 p.m.
SATURDAY
8pm
Championship game
Glrle
TUESDAY
Murray 58. Hickman Co 44
Comm Christian 53, Mayfield 39
THURSDAY
St. Mary vs Comm Chnstian 6 p m
Ballard Memorial vs Murray 745 p m
SATURDAY
6 p.m
Championship game

and got things going for us in the 2nd
half. Sarah Crouch was unbelievable
in the 3rd quarter, just huge."
Inspiring the comeback was a
slow first half plagued with missed
free throws and easy layup opportunities that caused early trouble. The
lead went back and forth as each
team made its drives, but the Lady
Falcons just seemed to be driving
stronger.
Take the first quarter, when tied at
6-6. Armstrong made her first threepoint basket of the night to take the
lead 9-6. After that score, Hickman
County went on a 6-0 run to finish
out the quarter with a three-point
III See MHS, 2C
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field
Even Billy Gillispie smiled about (16-2, 3-1) to just three
to
minutes
10
final
the
over
goals
this one.
Playing the kind of gritty snap their 11-game winning
•
defense that was the first-year streak. Tennessee's 66 points
s
Volunteer
the
fewest
durk
the
were
trademar
Kentucky coach's
ing his days at Texas A&M, the have scored this season and nearWildcats smothered No. 3 ly 20 points below their average.
"They missed some shots
Tennessee 72-66 on Tuesday
night. forcing even the perennial- tonight they usually make."
ly grumpy Gillispie to crack a Gillispie said. "I thought our
smile as the final seconds ticked defense was pretty good. They
away.
are so hard to guard. We did an
"We're really getting tough," outstanding job."
Gillispie said. "I'm telling you
Though Tennessee's Chris
they were tired going into the Lofton scored 22 points, knockgame(but)our guys really fought ing down five 3-pointers to set
hard. They dug as deep as they the SEC record for career 3s with
possibly could."
367 to break the mark held by
led
Patterson
Patrick
former Arkansas guard Pat
Kentucky (8-9, 2-2 Southeastern Bradley, Kentucky did an excelConference) with 20 points and lent job shutting down the rest of
eight rebounds. Ramel Bradley the Volunteers.
had 16 points and Perry
"We helped out each other on
Stevenson added 14 points and defense," Patterson said. "We
seven rebounds for the Wildcats, were passionate tonight."
who were 24-of-28 from the free
Tennessee shot just 39 percent
throw line and shot 49 percent
the field, including 7-of-26
from
from the field.
nters. Take out Lofton's
3-poi
on
But it was Kentucky's defense
effort from behind the
I0
5-of— which Gillispie had said was
the rest of the Volunteers
and
arc,
it
season
this
times
at
so porous
were 2-of-16. Rather than try to
made him ill — that pushed the •
its size advantage in the
exploit
Wildcats to their first win over a
e settled for 3Tennesse
lane.
thenbeating
since
team
top five
the stretch, with
down
pointers
r
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No. 4 Louisville in
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Jarrett replaces Wallace on ESPN's NASCAR coverage

"He told me to relax and just talk like I
last year, and
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP)— Dale Jarrett call Nationwide Series events
Dale Jarrett said last summer. "I think
do,"
second
a
into
will replace Rusty Wallace in the booth this many believed he was headed
my
retires from that's the thing I always loved about
season for ESPN's coverage of NASCAR. career of broadcasting when he
he
that
y
somebod
be
to
tried
never
he
Dad,
of
races
while Wallace will become the lead analyst racing after dnving the first five
I
if
else
y
somebod
be
can't
wasn't. And I
2008.
for the network's studio programs.
Nobody can protect your AUTO
me to relax and have
told
just
he
So
tried.
It's the same path his father. Ned, took
any better Than we can'
"We now have the opportunity to provide
fun with it."
tr
I]
St.ote Auto
12th St • Murray KY •153-3415
our viewers with analysis from a pair of for- upon his retirement from racing. The twoJarrett, the 1999 Cup champion, will join
ESPN's
of
part
was
n
champio
Norby
time Cup
mer NASCAR Cup champions,"
Punch and Andy Petree in the booth.
Jerry
Williamson. ESPN executive vice president. crew from 1988 to 2000 and became one of
have been friends since high
three
The
He
.
OARD
NASCAR
in
SCOREB
analysts
BALL
d
the most respecte
KENTUCKY PREP BASKET
said of the switch.
and all entered NASCAR
Hickory,
in
school
dabSomerset 59 Monticello 49
The move is not exactly surprising — offered his son advice when he began
Tusedey's Icons
time.
same
Classic
the
"AAll
about
Region
11th
season.
By The Associated Prom
Jarrett thnved last season when he helped bling in the booth last
Sayre 49 Berea 44

Haverstock Insurance Agency

d
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Boys lisalistball
Adam Co 83 Manon Co 60
Alen Co -Scottsville 59. Logan Co 42
Barren Co 61 Warren Central 48
Bowling Green 65 Grayson Co 55
Casey Co 73 Pulasiu Co 57
Central Hardin 65 !ono Hardin 52
Clay Co 65 Bell Co 56
East Jessarren• 70 Madison Southern
00
Franklin-Simpson 64 Greenwood 62

OT
Gallatin Co 66 Shelby Co 57
Graves Co 71 Paducah Tilghman 66
OT
Henderson Co 61 Union Co 43
Knox Central 70 Cawood 61
laRus Co 59 Washington Co 48
Lewis Co 55 Russell 36
Len Bryan Station 93 Lex Henry Clay
60
Lexington Catholic 85 Lex Paul
Dunbar 55
Lincoln Co 69 Garrard Co 53
Lone Oali 62 Trigg Co 60
Lou Butler 71 Lou Fern Creek 55
Lou Chnstien Academy 17 Lou Trinity
44
Lou Doss 70 Lou Central 69 201
Lou Fieldale 77, North Bullet 58
Lou Iroquois 92 Lou Atherton 69
Lou Ky Country Day 51 Beth Haven
31
Lou Seneca 72 Lou Male 64
Lou Shawnee 90 Lou Valley 76
Lou Southern 02 Buten Central 52
Madoonvale-North Hopkins 77 Hopkins
Co Central 63
Muhlentierg North 78 Ohio Co 68
Arluttlenberg South 65 Warren East 60
North Hardin 62 Len Lafayette 53
Owensboro 60 Apollo 59
Russel Co 82 Pulaski Southwestern
55
South Laurel 61 Corbin 35
South Oldham 69 Lou St Xavier 60
Taylor Co 67 Hart Co 61
Wayne Co 87 Rockcastle Co 56
1111th Region All "A" Classic
Bath Co 73 Fairview 640
13th Region Al "A" Classic
flartkuurvate 80 Lynn Camp 76
Cumbertand 63 F vans 40
Harlan 76 witiamsburg 55
Pvvevite 83 suialosorwo 72
12th Respton AN -A" Classic

Len

9th Region All -A" Classic
Villa Madonna 82 Ludlow 69
lith Region All "A" Classic
Campbellsville 64 Green Co 63
2nd Region All "A- Classic
Dawson Springs 63 Crinenden Co 48
University Heights 75 Livingston
Central 47
Kenton County Classic
Conner 66 Scott 48
Simon Kenton 55 Highlands 52
Girls Basketball
Allen Co -Scottsville 56 Logan Co 34
Barren Co 59 Warren Central 40
Butitt Central 56 Lou Southern 39
Calvary Christian 58 Saver Grove 25
Casey Co 63 Pulaski Co 19
Cm Summit Country Day. Ohio 64
Campbell Co 48
East Jessamine 69 Ganard Co 51
Elizabethtown 48 Lincoln Co 37
Franklin-Simpson 66 Greenwood 49
Harrison Co 50 Deming 40
Lou Butler 79 Lou Fern Creek 57
Lou Christian Academy 47 Anderson
Co 43
Lou Fairdale 72 North Buten 55
Lou Iroquois 100 Lou Atherton 62
Lou Male 49 Lou Seneca 29
udlow 72 Beachwood 39
Madisonvale-Nonth Hopkins 63 Hopkins
Co Central 58
Marion Co 69 Adair Co 58
Middlesboro 64 North Laurel 38
Paducah Tilghman 60 Graves Co 56
Pulaski Southwestern 68 Russet Co
51
Spencer Co 35 Carroll Co 28
Trimble Co 49 Henry Co 42
Wallon-Verona 62 Grant Co 59
Washington Co 67 LaRue Co 57
Wayne Co 54 Rockcastle Co 44
16th Region "A" Classic
Menem Co 65 Bath Co 54
12th Region "A" Classic
Monticello 65 Somerset 61
5th Region "A" Classic
Green Co 71 Campbellsville 47
1st Region "A" Classic
Community Christian (Paclucahi 53
Mayfield 39
Murray 58 Hickman Co 44
POSTPONEMENTS AND CANCELLATIONS
Tois.a W Va vs Belfry ccd

•Hood
From Page 1B
Hood wtlI he just the third
Eastern Kentucky head coach in
the last 44 years. joining Hope
and his former boss, Roy Kidd, a
member of college football's
Hall of Fame.
"Knowing firsthand what
Coach Kidd built here. this is one
of the hest jobs in the country."
Hood said "I remember when I
was here the first time (flunking

RA(
BY MI(
Sports

how many guys in the history of
athletics are sun coaching in
facility named after them. That is
rare. It is exciting to be at the
helm of this program."
Kidd applauded the choice.
"Dean is just A good, solid
honest person." Kidd said."Hell
work hard He'll recruit hard He
knows the game of football, and
he'll do a good job. There's no
ihnibt in my mind"

Clemens
considers
invitation to
pitching camp

HOUSTON (API — Roger
Clemens is deciding whether to
accept an invitation to appear at
a Houston Astros pitching camp
next week.
"He knows he is welcome
and appreciates the Astros
standing by him," Clemens'
agent. Randy Hendricks. wrote
Tuesday in an e-mail to The
Associated Press. -He would
love to be with the kids, but
doesn't want to be a distraction.
He will decide later what to do."
The Nolan Ryan Elite
Pitching Camp and Jeff Bagwell
Elite Hitting Camp begin
Monday at Minute Maid Park.
In previous years. Clemens has
helped out at the pitching camp
Astros spokesman Jimmy
Stanton declined to comment.
Clemens pitched for his
hometown Astros from 3X)4-06.
winning the 2004 NL Cy Young
Award.
In last month's Mitchell
Report on performance-enhanc
ing drugs in baseball. Clemens.
former trainer. Bnain McNamee,
said he injected the pitcher with
steroids and human growth hormone in 1998. 2000 and 2001.
accusations the seven-time Cy
Young Award winner has
denied.
Clemens' lawyer has said he
will appear before the House
Oversight and Government
Reform Committee at a Feb. 13
heanng on steroids in baseball.
Clemens was asked to speak
Saturday to committee staff, one
of five depositions or transcnbed interviews scheduled by
the committee before the hearing next month.

Murray State Basketball

Racers
vs. Tennessee Tech
Thursday, Jan 24

A REGIONS
$1 NIGHT
$1 General Admission
Tickets
$1 Hots Dogs
$1 16 oz. Soft Drinks
$1 Candy • $1 Popcorn

1111IN

20
STATE

Tickets: 809-4895 or
Ticketmaster.com

From Page 1C

lead.
-We continued to miss those
Turner said about the
shots."
Mass. due back until Thursday after many missed opportunities by
FOXBOROUGH,
his
gave
Belichick
Bill
(AP) — The first time Tom coach
the Lady Tigers. -The difference'
Brady was hurt in an AFC players three days off.
in tonight I thought was that the'
he
Brady, this season's NFL
game,
it'Itampionship
mistakes we made in the firit.
:thturned a week later to lead the MVP, has a high ankle sprain
half didn't carry over to the sec'Patriots to their first Super Bowl that is "mild," according to the
ond half. We made those shots in
Boston Herald. The Boston
'title.
the second half, we executed in
Now he has two weeks to Globe characterized it as a
the second half, we made those
free throws, we got those loose
recover from a seemingly minor "minor" high ankle sprain.
balls."
injury and said he would play in
Patriots spokesman Stacey
So what happened in the
the Super Bowl against the New James said he had no informaroom at halftime that.
locker
York Giants on Feb. 3.
Brady's
injury.
the
tion about
took a stagnant Lady Tiger bas• New England's star quarter- agent. Donald Yee, did not
ketball team and turned it
back walked without a protec- return telephone calls or an earound to dominate in the sec,
tive boot on his right foot or a mail
.
comment
seeking
ond half?
noticeable limp in New York on Belichick was not available for
"I really pointed some fingers
Tuesday. The previous day, comment Tuesday. He was not
and got on to some people at
video and photos showed him
asked about Brady's physical
halftime." Turner said. "I'm not
wearing the boot as he followed
condition during his news congoing to be nice anymore, it's
his girlfnend. model Gisele
Monday.
accountability time and they
Bundchen, into her Manhattan ference
Brady told WEEI in his
answered the bell. They came
residence.
ce on
out in the second half, and just
Brady left Foxbomugh after weekly radio appearan
this
kinda like 'Well if she doubts
Sunday's 21-12 win over thea Monday. "I'm not missing
me, I'm going to prove her
San Diego Chargers and wasn't one."
wrong.' I wish they would take
that mentality every single night'
because they just really did an'
outstanding job."
Another key factor in the
Lady Tiger victory was free
th ws. Once again, points from,
line helped seal the deal for.
Murray High. The last time theLady Tigers and Lady Falcons
met, it was the eight points put
up in overtime on free throws,
that led Murray High to victory.
Tuesday night, Armstrong led,
the way, shooting 9-for- 10.
-That's one thing that these,
kids need to understand, that's
the best we've shot from the free
throw line all year," Turner said:
"Everyone stepped up and made
their free throws, and when you
can do that you're going to win
a lot of games."
Near the end of the game, the
Lady Falcons staged an attempt
to re-take the lead, but there was
Just too much momentum to
overcome. Murray High neva;
.
let them get close. Even when:
they started to get sloppy again..
Turner said she was never wor-::
tied,
"It's not necessarily that t
was worried, it's just that it's;
frustrating that we continue to;
make the same mistakes at the;
of games," she said. "I did;:
end
Times
&
Ledger
/
MICHAEL DANN
feel the game was evet
really
n't
100
Shaleea Petty, a senior guard for the Racers, is reaching
in jeopardy. I felt like the cloclt
in
OVC
the
games played for Murray State and is leading
was moving pretty well for us, t
felt very comfortable with the
assists per game with 46.
kids going to the foul line."
With the win over Hickman
the Lady Tiger
County,
d
separate
what. Nobody has
From Page 1B
the next round wher
to
advance
best team in
face top-seeded
Petty is second in the league themselves as 'the'
will
they
best team in
in steals (41) and has now the OVC. To be the
Ballard Memorial Thursday aC
separate yourself 7:45 p.m. at Graves County:
played in 97 (96 starts I career the ()VC, you
High School. Turner anticipates:
games and is on the verge of each and every night."
NOTES:
the game, but said the team will:
achieving the 100-plateau in
-Ashley Hayes now has 994 have to perform better whet;
career games.
points in her 76 games as closing out the game if they:
career
Petty moved into fifth place
points from hope to advance to the 1st:
on the school's career steals list a Racer, just six
1,0(X)- Region All "A" championship:
State's
Murray
Joining
also
is
with 176 swipes. She
Guffey is game.
sixth on MSU's career assist list Point Club. Amber
"We're not going to be able:
also closer to that milestone,
at 348.
also
points,
make those mistakes late ir
to
career
983
with
now
"She's such an important facinto the game, we're going to have tq:
tor for us. being our leader. in 76 games. Hayes moved
women's take care of the basketball an4.
being our point guard." Adams 16th place on the MSU
list, do a better job of executink
scoring
career
l
basketbal
said. "She has a presence about
t
down the stretch," she said.
(1982Ottinger
her, and when she communi- passing Melody
12 15 4 13 — 44'•"'
her
Hickman Co
ended
who
.
1986-87)
85,
when
follows:
cates, the team
9 18 20 13 — 58 .:
Fifteen Murray
she doesn't, the team falls back. MSU career with 986.
the
of
Hickman Co. (6-10) — Barclay 20:
When we have her in there, this Racers are members
women's basketball 1.000-Point Workman 6. Hobbs 6. Weatherford 6. team is a different team."
recent Video 4 Stroud 2
While the Racers (12-5, 6-3) Club. with the most
FG: 18-50 3-pt: 9-3 FT: 8-13;
Rebecca
being
inductee
me
three-ga
own
their
are on
Rebounds: 34 Fouls: 21
who fin- Murray (104) — Armstrong 20..7.
winning streak. Tennessee Tech Remington (2001-05),
with Deneman 12. Sa Crouch 9. sh croueh
1-16, 2-7) is on a three-game ished her four-year career
8 McClure 4 Winches* 4, Benson 1,• •
points.
1,053
the
invade
slide when they
FG: 9-23 3-point PC: 5-25 (arrnairoife
played
now
ha%
Lee
•Ahina
3) F1': 25-33 Rebounds: 24 FOU141:
Regional Special Events Center
MSU.
for
••
in 99 career games
Thursday night.
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Petty
97.
in
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put
will
who
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I
I
).
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998-20(12
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steals
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Petty
and get the ball inside to Saturday. senior Shaleea
TV, nib
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a
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they
TODAY
Knstma Tyler, and
with
now
list,
steals
career
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
lot of touches,- Adams said. MSU
6 p.m.
"Their guards can shoot it, 176 career swipes. passing
ESPN — lows St al Kansas
also
Petty
.
Ottinger
Melody
they're very athletic."
ESPN2 — Georgie Tsdi at N C Sine
NBA BASKETBALL
-They're a solid team. passed Ottinger on the MSU
II p.m.
No.
the
taking
list,
assists
career
they
tough;
and
They're scrappy
ESPN — I A. Wears al San Antonio
assists
five
her
after
spot
6
WNW
play hard, and they want close
her
2 p.m.
game's 'They hang in there, and tonight gave her 348 for
Open Men's shi
—
Australian
ESPN2
they fight to the end." 'she con- career Now with 2,782 career
quarlsrlinels at Melbourne..
women's
10
just
is
she
played,
minutes
Autarala MentlOdlly MOO
tinued. "1 like that about them. I
list in
OM p.m.
think that I TTU head coach) minute's from the top 10
ESP/K2 — Ausirasen Open, oOnlitm's
Gadson
Amy Brown does a great .ioh that category. Monika
earrelnals. histourna. Austral' ,
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2:30 ere
with them and their staff. Each
ESPN2 — Auelrellen Open men's :
for Murray State, rankminutes
to
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game in this league,
•
oinglinte at Melbourne, Aueltalla
he ready for a battle, no matter ing 10th on the list.

•Petty

Women's Game - 5:30 pm
Men's Game - 7:30 pm

www.GoRacers.com
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Six Pane
In his 10th season as a head coach,
Billy Kennedy can match his longest
winning streak if the
Racers can win Thursday
against
home
at
T
Tennessee Tech. In his
at
season
final
Southeastern Louisiana
Kennedy in 2004-05. Kennedy's
Lions won six straight. The wins
came against Lamar. Texas State,
Texas-San Antonio, Nicholls State.
Stephen F. Austin and Louisiana -

RACERS PUT FIVE-GAME WINNING STREAK ON LINE AGAINST nu THURSDAY

oth.
igh
kR

includes OVC preseason first
BY MICHAEL DANN
teamer Anthony Fisher and secSports Editor
o say that Murray State ond teamer Amadi McKenzie
owns Tennessee Tech aren't better than what their
might be bit of a under- record shows.
"It's strange. You look at
statement.
they're outrebounding
them,
have
Racers
But, yes, The
two
had the Golden Eagles number their opponent. They've got
e
as. the two are half of the only really good players in McKenzi
explain,"
to
hard
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don't
original Ohio Valley Conference Kennedy said. "I really
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they're
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advantage over Tech
shooting
day, as they like to say, when the not a great free throw
conference at
Valley consisted of Western team (last in the
going 148Kentucky, Louisville, Marshall .602 in the season,
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and Evansville, along withexist- 246). So I think that
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a
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Currently, the Racers (10-7, advantage.
"Our team defense is good.
6-3) have sole possession of secdo a good job of helping.
We'll
the
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Kennedy is 26-21 at Murray State
and his recent five-game streak has
seen the Racers beat Tennessee State.
Southeast Missouri State, Austin
Peay, Indiana-South Bend and
University of Tennessee Martin.
The last big win streak for MSU
was in the second half of the 2005-06
season when the Racers won 10
straight. In the event that you're wondering, the Racers' best win streak
ever is 16, coming twice, in the 193536 season and again in the 1936-37
season under head coach Carlisle
Cutchin.
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
Anthony Fisher of Tennessee Tech
is the Ohio Valley Conference active
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110V1N' ON 11P:
Tyler Holloway was 1-of-3 from
3-point range Saturday
night in Martin and now
has 128 career 3-pointers
at Murray State. With six
_ more, he'll move past
.
Rick Jones (2002-04)
'
Holloway for seventh place on the
all-time list.
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----1 points scored leader with
1,517. It's best to Bruce
Price at Tennessee State
who has 1,367 points.
No current Racer is in
the mix.
Amadi McKenzie is
Fisher
the OVC active career
leader in rebounds with 664, while
Fisher is sixth with 321 and Daniel
Northern is 11th with 255.

Probable Starters
Pos. Yr Ht Wt.
Name
PC So 6-9 200
Tony Easley
Sr 6-4 200
G
Bruce Carter
So 6-4 190
Dattero ThornasG
Jr 6-2 175
G
Tyler Holloway
Jr 6-1 170
Kevin Thomas G
MEMOS
Poe. Yr Kt. Wt.
Name
Fr 6-4 180
G
Matt Fraliex
Sr. 6-4 190
G
Ray George
Fr. 6-0 170
G
Pcasso
So 6-6 215
F
Marvin
Jr 6-4 175
F
Jared Key
Fr 6-1 180
Jewuan Long G
Tarod Sanders F/C Jr 6-6 250
So 6-8 240
Georges Fotso C

TENNESSEE TECH

Photo Courtesy of Ohio Valley Conference

Amadi McKenzie is second in the league in rebounding, averaging 9.5 a game in 10 games this season. The senior forward
is tied for 12th in the league in scoring with 13.3 points per
game.
Fisher is averaging 17.1
Offensively, the Racers are
e
the top scoring team in the points per game and McKenzi
league, good for 66.3 points a is good for 13.3 a game.
The tandem of Northern and
game and TTU is second at 65.6
McKenzie are one and two in
points a game.
Meanwhile, the duo of Fisher terms of rebounding. Northern
pulls down 10 boards a game
and McKenzie are third and
and McKenzie cleans the glass
league
the
in
12th, respectively
an average of 9.5 a game.
in terms of scoring.
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Pos.
Name
Darrel Nortern C
F
McKenne
Amad
F
Frank Davis
David Mirlaya G
Anthony Fisher G
RESOLVES
Jason Smiley G
Charles Moore F
G
Z_ac Walker
G
Leo Liriano
G
WM Barnes
Jeremy Jackson G
Rashaud Nixon G
Basseylnameti F
Reshun Bryant C

Yr
Jr
Sr
So
Fr.
Sr.

Ht, Wt.
6-9 210
6-7 230
6-2 180
6-6 193
6-3 185

Jr.
Jr.
Jr
Fr
So
Ft
Sr
Fr
Jr

6-0 172
6-7 220
5-10175
6-4 193
6-1 190
6-5 190
6-4 180
6-8 215
6-9 295

FREE FOR ALL
When the game is on the line, the
Racers have been stellar from the free
throw line. Saturday night, they hit 5of-6 inside the two minute mark and
for the season are 37-of-44 1.8401.
Bruce Carter's free throw streak
ended at eight Saturday night.
Holloway has now made four straight.
while Kevin Thomas did not shoot a
free throw and his streak is still at
nine straight.

SCHEDULE. RESULTS
Murray State
vim thins Cenral awl a.aL)
DATE
11-3
11-10
11-17
11-23
11-26
12-1
12-5
12-8
12-18
12-20
12-29
12-30
1-3
1-5
1-7
1-10
1-15
1-19
DATE
1-24
1-26
1-29
1-31
2-2
2-7
2-9
2-14
2-16
2-23
2-28
3-1

OPPONENT
x-BETHEL
RIDER
aAtvWILAKentucky

RESULT
WLWW43.84--1:76_62-63--45955

W-81-67
ARKANSAS ST.
L-78-61
at Mississippi St
L-59-58
E KENTUCKY
W-63-44
MOREHEAD ST
W-79-65
at Jacksonville St.
L-65-64
at Samford
L-74-50
Cat Chattanooga
413elmont
7
80
84-6
-83L
L
at Eastern Illinois
W-92-88
TENNESSEE ST
at SEMO
79:5
1
70
W-$2
AUSTIN PEAY
W-80-62
INDIANA-S. BEND
W-76-72
at Tenn.-Martin
TIME
OPPONENT
, 7-30
TENN. TECH
TBA
•SEMO
7
SAMFORD
7:30
at Austin Peay
7:30
JACKSONVILLE ST.
8
Kentucky
E
'at
at Morehead St
at Tennessee St
5
7:3°130
37
EASTERN ILLINOIS
ESPN Bracket Buster IBA
7
'at Tennessee Tech
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 7:30

6-ExhibitiOn
•-at UT-Chattanooga
'-on ESPN2
'-on ESPNU
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• Baked Wild Salmon.
Or Enjoy Something From Our Great Me

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

SlIOPPE1 Of MURRAY
(Between isedy's Osetites)
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'Get Your FREE Full Spin
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"
(No Obligation - Nothing To Pay)
szsainstioa Is

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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F.

YOU 114V HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

F.

1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Sinusitis

FREE.
If yea west were seri mod trsishesat•
do .1 tits pepersverk.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

professional chiropractic care can
I FIND OUT NOW whether careful.
normaily costs S150.00 or
relieve your aches and pains. This examinatic on
MK a chiropractic neurolog• more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedi
an examination for restricted or excess
II cal Wks spinet alignment chnic
on with the doctor to discuss
motion in the spins. and a private consultati
I Ow results.
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
please
When you submit photos for our Scene In the Community page,
well as the name of everyone
include the event. the date, place, organization or group, as
because of space.
in the photo Only a certain number ot photos will appear
There is no guarantee a submission will be published
Digital photos: They may be submitted to
editorernurrayledger.com in a jpeg format.

Dr. Hoskott & Family

CENTER, INC.
HESKETT CHIROPRACTICMURR
AY. KY 42071
1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS •

•

tions
Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Loca

MIN US BEFORE OR AFTER ALL THE
BASKETBALL GAMES!
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Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office
at 1001 Whittle!! Ave., or mailed to PO Box 1040,
MUT my, KY 42071.
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BREAKING

NEW

GROUND
in HEALTHCARE.

The changes we're making today will allow us to meet our
region's needs in the future. Our five-story 158,000 square
foot addition will include; radiology, cardiopulmonary, emergency
department, eight surgical suites, critical care and progressive
care, and 48 additional private rooms. Once the expansion is
completed, MCCH will offer all private rooms. Visit our
progress at www.murrayhospital.org

